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Abstract
Our contribution consists of three parts: a gradient-based parameter-free shape optimiza-
tion method; a stress-constrained topology optimization; and a wave tailoring topology
optimization. In shape optimization, the independent node movement approach, wherein
ﬁnite element node coordinates are used directly as design variables, allows the most free-
dom for shape change and avoids the time-consuming parameterization process. However,
this approach lacks length scale control that is necessary to ensure a well-posed shape op-
timization problem and avoid numerical instability. Motivated by the success of ﬁltering
techniques that impose minimum length scales in topology optimization, we introduce a
consistent ﬁltering scheme to provide length scale control and thereby ensure smoothness
in shape optimization while preserving the advantages of the independent node movement
approach.
In topology optimization we propose an eﬀective algorithm to incorporate local stress
constraints. To generate a well-posed problem we use the restriction method whereby we
utilize a density ﬁlter for length scale control. The solid isotropic material with penalization
(SIMP) is incorporated to generate black-and-white designs. To resolve the stress singularity
phenomenon, we introduce a SIMP-motivated stress deﬁnition and a global/regional stress
measure combined with an adaptive normalization scheme to control the local stress level.
Lastly, we apply topology optimization to tailor the stress wave propagation in a two-
phase composite plate. To generate a well-posed topology optimization problem we use
the relaxation approach which requires homogenization theory to relate the macroscopic
material properties to the microstructure, here a sequentially ranked laminate. We introduce
ii
an algorithm whereby the laminate volume fractions and orientations are optimized at each
material point. To resolve numerical instabilities associated with the dynamic simulation
and constrained optimization problem, we ﬁlter the laminate parameters. This also has the
eﬀect of generating smoothly varying microstructures.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Structural optimization can be divided into three categories: size, shape and topology opti-
mizations. As seen in Figure 1.1, size optimization designs the structural sectional proper-
ties; shape optimization designs the boundary geometry which can be sectional properties
for a ﬁxed topology; and topology optimization designs sectional properties, geometry and
topology. When the ﬁnite element method is used to compute structural responses, the
size optimization parameters are associated with structural element properties such as beam
cross sectional dimensions; shape optimization parameters are related to node coordinates;
and topology optimization parameters are associated with element material properties.
Size opt.
Shape opt.
Topology opt.
Figure 1.1: Size, shape, and topology optimizations [Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2003].
If the computational capability was unlimited, then topology optimization would be the
best option since it encompasses both size and shape optimizations. However, this is not the
case as such topology optimizations would require a prohibitively large number of elements
1
in order to resolve ﬁne scale features such as ﬁllets and large scale features such as “beams”.
Thus, size and shape optimizations are still quite popular. Indeed, topology optimization is
currently used to generate conceptual designs, which are further reﬁned via size and shape
optimizations. Figure 1.2 illustrates this process in the design of an aircraft structure.
Design space
Topology opt.
Shape opt.Final product
Figure 1.2: A typical design process using topology and shape optimization (some ﬁgures
are taken from Altair and Airbus websites).
Even though shape and topology optimization are well established research ﬁelds, var-
ious aspects are still open for development and improvement. This work is comprised of
three parts: a gradient-based parameter-free shape optimization method, cf. Chapter 2; a
stress-constrained topology optimization, cf. Chapter 3; and a wave tailoring topology opti-
mization, cf. Chapter 4. Conclusions and recommendations for future work are provided in
Chapter 5.
2
Chapter 2
A gradient-based parameter-free
approach to shape optimization
2.1 Overview
In shape optimization, the boundary of the domain is altered to optimize the performance.
When the ﬁnite element method is used for analysis, this boundary is represented by ﬁnite
element node coordinates. However, these node coordinates are not suitable for direct use
as design variables [Hafka and R.V., 1986]. Instead, they are mapped to a set of design
variables which are determined by the optimization, i.e. we solve
min
d
푓 (x,u)
such that: 푔푗 (x,u) ≤ 0, 푗 = 1, ..., 푙
where: K (x) u = f
x = x˜(d)
(2.1)
where 푓 denotes the objective function that we wish to minimize; 푔푗 denotes the constraint
functions; d ∈ ℝ푚 denotes the 푚-dimensional design variable vector; x ∈ ℝ푛 denotes the 푛-
dimensional ﬁnite element node coordinate vector; u denotes the node displacement vector;
K denotes the global stiﬀness matrix1; f denotes the nodal force vector; and x˜ : ℝ푚 → ℝ푛
denotes the mapping from d to x. It is this mapping x˜ that we are herein concerned.
One of the most diﬃcult tasks in ﬁnite element-based shape optimization is the creation
of the mapping x˜ from the 푚-dimensional design space to the 푛-dimensional node coordinate
space. Another diﬃcult task is the evaluation of the derivative ∂x˜(d)/∂d, which is needed
1Our method is not limited to linear ﬁnite element analyses.
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for the sensitivity analysis, i.e. for the computation of the gradients ∂푓/∂d and ∂푔푗/∂d.
In some works, e.g. [Pironneau, 1984, Zhang and Belegundu, 1992] the map x˜ is viewed
as a motion in which the single design variable 푑 serves as a time like variable 푡, i.e. 푡 = 푑
and x = x˜(x표, 푡). Beginning from an initial design conﬁguration with node coordinates
x표 the geometry evolves by specifying the velocity ﬁeld v(x, 푡)
∣∣
x=x˜(x표,푡)
= ˙˜x(x표, 푡) so that
x = x˜(x표, 푡) =
∫ 푡
0
v(x, 푡)푑푡+ x표. In this way, the derivative ∂x˜/∂푡 = v is sometimes referred
to as the design velocity ﬁeld. In ﬁnite element applications a velocity is deﬁned at each
node which in turn is used to update the respective node coordinates.
Treating the ﬁnite element node coordinates directly as design variables, i.e. using the
identity map x = x˜(d) = d, is among the earliest options for ﬁnite element-based shape
optimization [Kikuchi et al., 1986, Zienkiewicz and Campbell, 1973]. The main advantages
of this independent node movement approach are: 1) it allows the most freedom for shape
change; and 2) it does not require the time-consuming shape parameterization process.
Unfortunately, this approach lacks length scale control that is sometimes necessary to gen-
erate meaningful designs. Indeed, similar to topology optimization the shape optimization
problem may be ill-posed which can lead to solutions containing inﬁnitely ﬁne oscillating
boundaries. For example, [Chenais, 1975] shows that a length scale is required to obtain a
well-posed shape identiﬁcation problem. It should come as no surprise that other problems
also arise when no length scale control is present. When using the ﬁnite element method,
approximation errors may become prominent and render optimal designs that are meaning-
less. Such problems exasperate themselves in ill-deﬁned topology and shape optimization
problems. In structural topology optimization, the ﬁnite element theory over predicts the
stiﬀness of diagonally connected solid elements [Diaz and Sigmund, 1995]. Such patterns
have zero stiﬀness according to continuum theory, but ﬁnite stiﬀness according to the ﬁnite
element theory. In the independent node movement shape optimization approach, oscilla-
tory boundaries induce similar eﬀects. For example, the stress at the reentrant corner of
an oscillatory edge is inﬁnite, however the stress computed via the ﬁnite element method
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is ﬁnite. In fact, the stress over an oscillatory boundary computed via the ﬁnite element
method can be lower than that computed via the continuum theory over an equally loaded
smooth boundary. Hence, it is not surprising that shape optimization results obtained from
the independent node movement method contain oscillatory boundaries.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of such numerical instabilities. In this example, the shape
of the initially square hole is optimized to minimize the volume of a bi-axially loaded plate
subject to a maximum von Mises stress constraint. The problem is ﬁrst solved using our
proposed method wherein the hole becomes an ellipse. At iteration 30, our scheme is replaced
by the independent node movement method which generates a hole with an oscillatory
boundary that yields the same stress but lower volume. This irregular design, induced by
approximation errors, is meaningless. Our scheme is re-invoked at iteration 50 whereupon
the elliptic hole is recovered.
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
84
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88
90
92
94
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Figure 2.1: Numerical instabilities in shape optimization due to ﬁnite element approximation
errors.
Various approaches have been proposed to resolve the deﬁciencies of the independent
node movement approach. Some approaches (herein referred to as parametric approaches)
parameterize the shape, i.e. they use a small number 푚 of design variables, with 푚 ≪ 푛,
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that are related to the node coordinates [Hafka and R.V., 1986]. These problem speciﬁc
mappings can be obtained using e.g. design element, super curve, shape superposition [Imam,
1982], spline representation [Braibant and Fleury, 1984], and super ellipse [Pedersen, 2000]
parameterizations. In the design element parameterization, the domain is divided into super
elements each of which contains several ﬁnite elements. The super element node coordinates
serve as design variables and the mapping x˜ is obtained piecewise by interpolating the
super element node coordinates via the super element shape functions. This method is
limited by the inability of a coarse mesh consisting of design elements to represent ﬁne
scale features such as ﬁllets. In the super curve parameterization, the design boundary
is controlled by a few “featured” super curves. The parameters of the polynomials, cubic
splines, B-splines or Bezier splines, super ellipses, etc. used in the super curve serve as
design variables. The shape superposition parameterization represents the design boundary
as a linear combination of 푚 basis geometries with 푛-dimensional node coordinate vectors
X푖, i.e. x = x˜(d) =
푚∑
푖=1
X푖푑푖; it is limited to fairly simplistic geometries. For a more thorough
review of shape parametrization techniques, refer to [Samareh, 2001].
The CAD-based approach [Chen and Tortorelli, 1997, Hardee et al., 1999, Robinson et al.,
2009, Tortorelli et al., 1994, Yang et al., 1992] is also a parametric approach wherein the
design variable vector d contains the CAD parameters that are used to generate the geometric
model. For example, [Tortorelli et al., 1994] use the cubic spline representation available in
the commercial mesh generator Patran to design two dimensional geometries. Unfortunately,
the mappings between the parameters and the ﬁnite element node coordinates are deﬁned
via the mesh generator which requires full integration of the CAD, FEA and optimization
modules. Such integration is diﬃcult, thereby the ability to compute the derivatives ∂x˜/∂푑푖
is hindered and hence this process is generally limited to relatively simple models.
In the natural design variable approach [Ba¨ngtsson et al., 2003, Belegundu and Rajan,
1988, Pedersen et al., 1992, Tortorelli, 1993, Zhang and Belegundu, 1992], the map is deﬁned
as: x = x˜(d) = x표 +
푚∑
푖=1
푑푖u˜푖, where the u˜푖 are the node displacement vectors obtained from
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the application of auxiliary “ﬁctitious shape loads” on, or the mode shapes of the initial
design. Here, the derivatives ∂x˜/∂푑푖 are trivially equated to the ﬁctitious displacement ﬁelds,
i.e. ∂x˜/∂푑푖 = u˜푖. Shape perturbations deﬁned with this approach exhibit smoothing eﬀects
on boundary and interior nodes since they are obtained from smooth ﬁctitious deformations.
Thus, shape irregularities and mesh distortion are reduced. While this method allows for
general shape changes, it does require the deﬁnition and solution of 푚 additional ﬁctitious
analyses, albeit these can be eﬃciently resolved.
The mesh parametrization, CAD-based, and natural design variable approaches reduce
the number of design variables signiﬁcantly, i.e. 푚 ≪ 푛, which can be computationally
advantageous. However, the computational cost in structural optimization is primarily asso-
ciated with the ﬁnite element analysis which is independent of the number of design variables.
Nonetheless, the computational cost of the sensitivity analysis can be signiﬁcant when both
the number of design variables 푚 and constraints 푙 are large. However, this situation can usu-
ally be avoided. More importantly, too few design parameters may not be able to represent
truly optimal designs [Robinson et al., 2009].
Other ﬁnite element-based methods such as the biological growth, traction, and ﬁltering
approaches, use a trivial mapping x = x˜(d) = d like the independent node movement
approach. The shape irregularity problem is avoided by either not using the sensitivities
or by modifying the nonlinear programming algorithm that is used to solve Eq. 2.1 in an
inconsistent manner. As such, these approaches do not guarantee optimality and may require
an excessive number of iterations to converge.
The biological growth [Chen and Tsai, 1993, Mattheck and Burkardt, 1990] and other
zero-order [Gellatly and Berke, 1973, Meske et al., 2005, Schnack, 1979] methods use heuristic
design update rules that are postulated from engineering experience. For example, update
rules deform the boundary outward in high-stress regions and inward in low-stress regions.
To ensure smoothness, these approaches process the shape update information. For example,
[Meske et al., 2005] ﬁlter the design deformation, and [Mattheck and Burkardt, 1990] use a
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natural design variable approach wherein they obtain the shape update from a displacement
ﬁeld that is obtained by coating the design with a soft layer and subjecting this layer to
swelling and compression loads that are based on the design stress levels. Unfortunately, as
just discussed, these approaches cannot guarantee optimality. Moreover, they can fail, e.g.
in the ﬁllet design depicted in Figure 2.5 the boundary contracts rather than expands in
the high stress region to reduce stress levels. This design is not obtained in the biological
growth method.
In the traction method [Azegami and Takeuchi, 2006, Shimoda et al., 2009], the sensitiv-
ities, e.g. ∂푓/∂d = ∂푓/∂x, are processed by the optimizer to compute the search direction
s, which is used to update the design, i.e. d퐼+1 = d퐼 + 훼s, where 훼 > 0 is the step length.
However, before proceeding with the one-dimensional search, s is smoothed. Akin to the
natural design variable method, the search direction s serves as the load in a ﬁctitious shape
change analyses of the current design. The resulting ﬁctitious displacement u˜ induced by
this load s is returned to the optimizer in lieu of the original search direction s, so that
d퐼+1 = d퐼 + 훼u˜. In this way, as in the natural design variable method, the design update is
smooth. One may also view this as a ﬁltering method where the kernel is deﬁned through
the discretized elasticity equations.
An alternative ﬁltering approach is proposed in [Pironneau, 1984] that restricts the up-
date of alternate boundary nodes to be the average of their neighbors, i.e. d퐼+1 = d퐼 + 훼s˜
where s˜ is the ﬁltered, i.e. nodal averaged, search direction. Unfortunately, the update mod-
iﬁcations lead to an inconsistent optimization algorithm which makes it impossible to verify
optimality and may adversely aﬀect convergence. Nonetheless, these approaches appear to
be eﬀective.
In [Bletzinger et al., 2008, 2009, Daoud and Bletzinger, 2005], a sensitivity ﬁltering
technique is proposed for the shape optimization of shell bead topography. The method
is similar to the above traction and ﬁltering methods. However, rather than ﬁltering the
search direction s after obtaining it from the optimizer, the sensitivities are ﬁltered before
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providing them to the optimizer, i.e. ∂푓/∂d is replaced with ﬁltered2 value ∂˜푓/∂d. Note
that only the normal boundary movement is obtained by this sensitivity ﬁltering procedure.
As such, [Bletzinger et al., 2008] incorporate an additional smoothing algorithm to ensure
mesh quality with respect to both the normal and tangential node movements.
According to [Vanderplaats, 1999], “of paramount importance to more widespread use of
structural optimization are ease of use issue”. Thus, we desire a method that is easy to use
while generating reliable optimal solutions. Motivated by the success of ﬁltering techniques
that impose minimum length scales in topology optimization, we propose a shape optimiza-
tion approach that introduces the length scale control by ﬁltering the boundary node coor-
dinates. Unlike other methods, we apply the ﬁlter in a consistent manner and hence we are
able to verify optimality conditions and avoid inconsistencies which may hinder convergence
of the optimization3. Our method is simple to use, does not impose unnecessary restric-
tions on the design geometry, and is consistent with mathematical programming methods.
Moreover, it is applicable to any mesh based design process, e.g. isogeometric and boundary
element methods [Cho and Ha, 2009, Choi and Kwak, 2009, Hughes et al., 2005, Saigal and
Kane, 1990].
2.2 Consistent ﬁltering scheme for shape optimization
In our shape optimization scheme, we deﬁne three node sets: interior, design and ﬁxed. The
interior set includes all nodes which do not belong to the boundary. The boundary nodes are
divided into the design set which contains the nodes that are moved during the optimization
and the ﬁxed set which contains the remaining nodes. For example, in Figure 2.1 the outer
boundary nodes comprise the ﬁxed set, the inner hole boundary nodes comprise the design
set, and the remaining nodes comprise the interior set. For future reference, we deﬁne the
2This is akin to the ﬁltering method of Sigmund in topology optimization [Sigmund, 1997]
3This is akin to the ﬁltering method of Bruns and Tortorelli in topology optimization [Bruns and Tortorelli,
2001]
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vector c which contains the coordinates of the nodes in the ﬁxed set. With reference to the
optimization problem statement in Eq. 2.1, the vectors x and d contain the coordinates of
the nodes in the design set on two separate meshes. In particular, we have a smooth mesh
deﬁned via x and an oscillatory mesh deﬁned via d.
Each optimization iteration begins by ﬁltering the oscillatory mesh deﬁned by d to obtain
the smooth design boundary deﬁned by x using a curve-and-surface-smoothing ﬁlter, i.e. we
evaluate x˜(d). We then update the interior node coordinates to avoid mesh distortion by a
Laplacian mesh smoothing algorithm. These two steps generate an updated ﬁnite element
model upon which we perform the ﬁnite element analysis to compute the response function,
e.g. 푓 , and their sensitivities with respect to the design node coordinates x, e.g. ∂푓/∂푥푖. The
sensitivities with respect to d are then computed via the chain-rule in accordance with the
curve and surface smoothing ﬁlter derivative ∂x˜/∂푑푗. Next, we feed the normal components
of the sensitivities and their move limits to the optimizer to update d in normal directions.
Finally, we update d in tangential directions to ensure mesh quality. This loop is repeated
until convergence is achieved.
2.3 The node coordinate mapping x˜
The mapping x˜ between d and x is deﬁned from a ﬁlter. Curve and surface smoothing
techniques have been extensively developed in image processing [Fleishman et al., 2003,
Frey, 2004, Jones et al., 2003, Mao et al., 2006, Taubin, 1995, Wheeler and Ikeuchi, 1996]
to remove high-frequency noise and thereby reconstruct more meaningful and pleasantly
looking curves and surfaces. Our vector x contains the coordinates of the design nodes
which form the structural boundary of the smooth mesh. We introduce one design variable
푑푖 for each of these coordinates, and we treat our design variable vector d as the to be
smoothed coordinates of the oscillatory mesh.
Unlike the independent node movement approach, the values of the node coordinate
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vector x and design variable vector d diﬀer. Initially, i.e. at design iteration 퐼 = 0, we
equate d to x so that d0 = x0. But as the optimization progresses, we apply a Gaussian
ﬁlter to compute x from d. The design node coordinates x on the smooth mesh are obtained
via a weighted average of the neighboring node coordinates on the oscillatory mesh. The
result of a single pass ﬁlter is expressed as
ΔD푖 =
∑
푗∈Ω푖;푗 ∕=푖
1
푛푖
(D푗 −D푖)
X푖 = D푖 + 휆ΔD푖
(2.2)
where X푖 is the coordinate vector of design node 푖 on the smooth mesh, i.e. X푖 is a partition of
x such that x =
{
X푇1 ,X
푇
2 , ...
}푇
; Ω푖 is the subset of boundary nodes neighboring node 푖; 푛푖 is
the number of neighboring nodes in Ω푖; and D푗 is the coordinate vector of a node in Ω푖 on the
oscillatory mesh, i.e. D푗 is a partition of either d or c such that
{
d푇 , c푇
}
=
{
D푇1 ,D
푇
2 , ...
}
.
The scalar parameter 휆 controls the level of smoothing. We use a ﬁxed value 휆 = 0.5 for our
application as we discovered that a smaller value slows the smoothing aﬀect, while a larger
value leads to oscillations, cf. Figure 2.2.
iD
iX
jD
i i+ ∆D D
kD
Figure 2.2: Gaussian smoothing illustration.
Further smoothing is obtained by using multiple ﬁlter passes. To wit, we express the
single pass ﬁlter in matrix form for all design nodes as
x = Fd + Ac (2.3)
where the matrices F and A which are derived from Eq. 2.3 are sparse and constant, i.e.
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they are only computed once during the optimization initialization. Using the above, we
deﬁne the 풫 pass ﬁlter via
x = F풫d +
[풫−1∑
푝=1
F푝 + I
]
Ac
= F¯d + e¯
(2.4)
where again, F¯ and e¯ are constant, and F푥 denotes F raised to the power of 푥.
Figure 2.3 shows curves and surfaces corresponding to the oscillatory and smooth meshes
resulting from the single (풫 = 1) and multiple pass (풫 = 3) ﬁlters. The ﬁlter provides both
normal (out-of-plane) and tangential (in-plane) adjustments. However for these Figure 2.3
examples, tangential adjustments are not evident because the nodes in the oscillatory meshes
are uniformly distributed. In general, both normal and tangential adjustments are necessary
for an eﬀective shape optimization algorithm.
2D curves 3D surface
x (P =1)
xd
d
x (P =3)
Figure 2.3: Filter examples.
There will surely be situations where corners and edges are desired in the design. Such
situations can be readily accommodated by adjusting the ﬁltering scheme. For example, the
neighboring node set for a corner node is empty and the neighboring node set for an edge node
contains only the neighboring nodes that belong to that edge. The example in Figure 2.9
illustrates such an accommodation. Interior interfaces can also be readily accomodated in
our scheme. We merely treat the interface nodes as boundary nodes and place them in either
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the ﬁxed or design sets with coordinates reﬂected in c, x and d.
The derivative ∂x˜/∂푑푖 is obtained from column 푖 of the matrix F¯. Consequently, the
computation of sensitivity with respect to d is straightforward. First, we evaluate the shape
sensitivities with respect to the ﬁnite element node coordinates, i.e. ∂푓/∂x [Haug et al.,
1986, Tortorelli and Wang, 1993]. The sensitivities with respect to d are then computed via
the chain-rule, i.e.
∂푓
∂d
=
(
∂x˜
∂d
)푇
∂푓
∂x
= F¯푇
∂푓
∂x
(2.5)
2.4 Interior node update
In the continuum setting, the movement of interior points does not alter the shape, and
hence does not aﬀect the response of interest. Albeit the movement of interior nodes in
the ﬁnite element setting does aﬀect the computed responses. However, in a suﬃciently
reﬁned high quality mesh this eﬀect is negligible. So, to ensure satisfactory mesh quality,
the interior nodes must be relocated during the optimization. Many shape optimization
methods place the interior nodes in the design set so the optimizer updates all but the ﬁxed
surface node coordinates c while others update only surface design nodes x [Bletzinger et al.,
2008, Mattheck and Burkardt, 1990, Meske et al., 2005]. We follow the latter approaches
and hence we must relocate the interior nodes to avoid mesh distortion. Remeshing the
interior nodes at every design iteration is the best way to ensure mesh quality. However this
task is diﬃcult, especially for complex models. To these ends we employ a mesh smoothing
technique.
Various ﬁnite element mesh smoothing techniques are available. For simplicity, we use
Laplacian smoothing [Ohtake et al., 2001]. Much like the natural design variable method, an
auxiliary elasticity problem is formulated by applying the auxiliary ﬁctitious displacement
ﬁeld Δx = x퐼 − x퐼−1 as a prescribed displacement to the boundary nodes of the iteration 퐼
mesh. The resulting displacement vector u˜ is used to update the interior node cordinates.
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Note that this mesh smoothing auxiliary problem does not need to be solved precisely at
every design iteration. For instance, it may be eﬃciently “solved” iteratively with a moderate
number of iterations.
2.5 Normal boundary node update
As is the case for interior point movement, the tangential movement of boundary points
does not alter the shape, and hence it does not aﬀect the response. Only normal boundary
point movements aﬀect the geometry, and hence the response. However, as with the interior
nodes, the discretized response is changed by tangential node movements; but again this
eﬀect is negligible if the mesh is of suﬃcient quality. For this reason, the optimizer only
moves the design nodes in their normal direction; their tangential movements are dictated
by mesh quality concerns. In this way, we reduce the number of design variables and limit
discretization errors which the optimizer may view favorable, e.g. the creation of low quality
elements. Indeed as seen in Figure 2.1, the optimizer can produce meaningless designs
unless something is done to ensure mesh quality. The tangential update is discussed further
in the Section 2.6. We note however that the ﬁlter map does smooth the boundary mesh in
tangential direction.
For each design node 푖 and iteration 퐼, we compute the nodal normal vector N퐼푖 of the os-
cillatory mesh by averaging the normal vectors of its adjacent element boundary edges/faces.
We then deﬁne
D퐼+1푖 = D
퐼
푖 + 푉
퐼
푖 N
퐼
푖 (2.6)
where the scalar 푉 퐼푖 , rather than the vector D
퐼+1
푖 , now serves as the design variable which
will be determined by the optimizer, i.e. ΔD퐼푖 = D
퐼+1
푖 −D퐼푖 = 푉 퐼푖 N퐼푖 . Assembling this for
all design nodes we now have
d퐼+1 = d퐼 + n퐼v퐼 (2.7)
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The sensitivities with respect to the projected design variable vector v are trivially computed,
e.g. ∂푓
∂v
= n푇 ∂푓
∂d
.
2.6 Move limit strategy
In topology optimization, the densities 휌 are naturally bounded between 0 and 1, i.e. by the
move limits 0 ≤ 휌 ≤ 1. It is the combination of these move limits and the ﬁlter that yields
the necessary length scale control. Node coordinates in shape optimization do not have
such natural bounds. As such, we introduce move limits on the node coordinate updates
to stabilize the optimization algorithm and combine with the ﬁlter to provide length scale
control.
Our move limit strategy is similar to that used in [Altair, 2007, Zhou et al., 2001]. Here,
however, we work on the oscillatory mesh. The move limit for each design node 푖 update 푉푖
is 푉 푖 ≤ 푉푖 ≤ 푉¯푖 where 푉 푖 and 푉¯푖 are the lower and upper limits, cf. Figure 2.4. Letting D푖
be the coordinates of the design node 푖 in the oscillatory mesh, and D푎푖 be the coordinates
of its neighbor average, we deﬁne the diﬀerence Δ푖 ≡ D푖 −D푎푖 . The move limits are then
computed as
푉 푖 = −ℎ 푟푚푖푛푖 −Δ푖 ⋅N푖
푉¯푖 = ℎ 푟
푚푖푛
푖 −Δ푖 ⋅N푖
(2.8)
where ℎ is a predeﬁned parameter that controls the normal mesh regularity; 푟푚푖푛푖 is the
minimum distance from the neighbor average to all neighbor nodes in the oscillatory mesh;
and N푖 is the node 푖 normal direction deﬁned in Section 2.5. Eﬀectively, these move lim-
its ensure that the projected length of the vector from the neighbor average location at
iteration 퐼 to the node position at iteration 퐼 + 1 is less than or equal to ℎ 푟푚푖푛푖 , i.e.∣∣(D퐼+1푖 −D퐼푎) ⋅N퐼푖 ∣∣ = ∣∣Δ퐼푖 ⋅N퐼푖 ∣∣ ≤ ℎ 푟푚푖푛푖 .
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Figure 2.4: Node 푖 move limits.
2.7 Tangential boundary node update
After the optimizer is called to evaluate the normal update v퐼 , we update the oscillatory
mesh coordinates to d퐼+1 = d퐼+n퐼v퐼 . At this time, we invoke our tangential mesh regularity
strategy which is similar to our move limit calculation, cf. Figure 2.4. Initially, we project
Δ푖 onto the tangential plane, i.e. the plane with normal vector N푖, to obtain its tangential
projection vector
T푖 = Δ푖 − (Δ푖 ⋅N푖) N푖 (2.9)
We then require the magnitude of T푖 to be less than or equal to 푏 푟
푚푖푛
푖 where 푏 is a predeﬁned
parameter that controls the tangential mesh regularity. To accomplish this, we check the
magnitude ∣T푖∣: if ∣T푖∣ > 푏 푟푚푖푛푖 , we move node 푖 in the T푖 direction to satisfy this ∣T푖∣ =
푏 푟푚푖푛푖 condition, otherwise we make no changes, i.e.
D퐼+1푖 =
⎧⎨⎩
D퐼푖 + 푉
퐼
푖 N
퐼
푖 −T퐼푖 + 푏 푟
푚푖푛
푖
2
T퐼푖
∣T퐼푖 ∣ if
∣∣T퐼푖 ∣∣ > 푏 푟푚푖푛푖
D퐼푖 + 푉
퐼
푖 N
퐼
푖 if
∣∣T퐼푖 ∣∣ ≤ 푏 푟푚푖푛푖 (2.10)
As discussed earlier, these tangential movements have a minimal eﬀect on the discretized
geometry if the boundary is suﬃciently smooth. A similar but somewhat more sophisticated
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tangential smoothing is suggested for the simulation of evolving surfaces in [Jiao, 2007] where
it is referred to as null-space smoothing.
2.8 Final algorithm
The above steps are incorporated into a complete shape optimization algorithm for a ﬁnite
element based elasticity design problem as follows
1. Assign d0=x0
LOOP until converged
2. Compute x by ﬁltering d, i.e. x = x˜(d) = F¯d + e¯, cf. Eq. 2.4
3. Laplacian smooth interior node coordinates
4. Solve the equilibrium equation, i.e. K (x) u = f (x), for u
5. Compute objective and constraint functions, i.e. 푓 and 푔푖
6. Compute sensitivities with respect to x, i.e. ∂푓/∂x and ∂푔푖/∂x
7. Compute sensitivities with respect to d, i.e. ∂푓
∂d
= F¯푇 ∂푓
∂x
, and ∂푔푖
∂d
= F¯푇 ∂푔푖
∂x
, cf. Eq. 2.5
8. Compute sensitivities with respect to v, i.e. ∂푓
∂v
= n푇 ∂푓
∂d
, and ∂푔푖
∂v
= n푇 ∂푔푖
∂d
9. Compute the move limits via Eq. 2.8
10. Compute the update v, using an optimizer
11. Update the design variables, i.e. d퐼+1 = d퐼 + n퐼v
12. Adjust d in tangential direction where necessary, cf. Eq. 2.10
END LOOP
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2.9 Numerical examples
We demonstrate our algorithm on several two- and three-dimensional shape optimization
examples including benchmarks suggested in [Cherkaev et al., 1998] and [Pedersen, 2008]. A
material with Young’s modulus of 1.0MPa and Poison’s ratio of 0.3 is used for all examples.
2.9.1 Two-dimensional plane stress ﬁllet design
This two-dimensional plane stress example concerns a ﬁllet at the transition of a bar under
tension. Figure 2.5 shows the dimensions and loading. Due to symmetry, only the upper half
of the bar is modeled. The optimization goal is to minimize volume subject to a maximum
von Mises stress of 4.5MPa. To achieve our goal, the design nodes along the diagonal line
in the original design excluding the two end points are optimized. In this two-dimensional
problem, we enforce local stress constraints on the elements that are adjacent to the diagonal
line. To make the design realistic, a geometric constraint is enforced to prevent the design
nodes from moving too far to the left. Without this restriction, the optimized design would
create a slot which is not desired.
Figure 2.5 shows the convergence and design history obtained by our algorithm using the
move limit parameters ℎ = 0.5, and 푏 = 0.125, and the ﬁlter pass number 풫 = 1. As seen in
the ﬁgure, the optimized design has a smooth boundary that reduces the stress concentration
at the reentrant corner in the initial design. In Figure 2.6 optimized designs obtained with
various move limit parameters ℎ and ﬁlter passes 풫 are shown. We observe that decreasing
ℎ and increasing 풫 increase the smoothness of the boundary. Oscillatory boundaries are not
observed in any design. Moreover, the distribution of design nodes along the boundary is
close to uniform. Figure 2.7 shows the history of the design node coordinates X퐼푖 together
with their counterparts D퐼푖 . As expected, d
퐼 deﬁnes an oscillatory boundary whereas x퐼
deﬁnes a smooth boundary.
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Figure 2.5: Two-dimensional ﬁllet design with ℎ = 0.5, 푏 = 0.125, and 풫 = 1 (stress plots
use diﬀerent color scales).
(a)  h = 0.125, P = 1 (b)  h = 0.5, P = 10 (c)  h = 0.125, P = 10
Figure 2.6: Two-dimensional ﬁllet design with various values of ℎ and 풫 , and with 푏=0.125
(stress plots use diﬀerent color scales).
2.9.2 Two-dimensional plane stress hole design
These examples optimize the shape of the hole in a plane stress plate subject to bi-axial and
shear tractions, respectively. The dimensions and bi-axial loading are depicted in Figure 2.8,
cf. [Pedersen, 2008]. Similar to the previous example, this optimization also minimizes
volume subject to a maximum von Mises stress of 5.0MPa by moving the design nodes that
deﬁne the hole boundary. Local stress constraints are imposed on the elements that are
adjacent to the hole. Figure 2.8 shows the optimization results obtained using the consistent
ﬁltering scheme with parameter values ℎ = 0.5, 푏 = 0.125, and 풫 = 1. Eleven iterations
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Figure 2.7: Evolution of x and d for the design in Figure 2.5.
are required to produce the optimal design with smooth design boundary and fairly uniform
stress distribution.
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Figure 2.8: Hole design in a plate under bi-axial traction (stress plots use diﬀerent color
scales).
We repeat the previous problem, however now the plate is subject to shear traction and
the we minimize compliance subject to a volume constraint, cf. Figure 2.9. Two results
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Figure 2.9: Design of a hole in plate under shear traction.
are presented using the parameter values ℎ = 0.5, 푏 = 0.125, and 풫 = 4: one is obtained
by identifying four vertex nodes to accommodate corners and the other is obtained without
any such identiﬁcation. The optimal result obtained by incorporating the corner vertices
qualitatively agrees with the analytical results presented in [Cherkaev et al., 1998]. Our
design on a ﬁnite domain has corner angles of approximately 99 ∘ whereas the analytical
results on an inﬁnite domain have corner angles of 102.6 ∘. The other design does its best
to approximate the analytical result while maintaining smooth corners. We note that this
optimization problem does not suﬀer from the oscillatory boundary phenomena even if no
ﬁlter is applied.
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2.9.3 Three-dimensional ﬁllet design
This example is the three-dimensional version of our ﬁrst two-dimensional example. As
seen in Figure 2.10, the transition region in a circular bar under uniaxial tension of 4MPa
is designed to minimize mass and limit the maximum von Mises stress to 4.05MPa. A
single normalized p-norm stress constraint with the p-norm parameter of 20 is used in lieu
of the many local element stress constraints to reduce computation, cf. Eq. 3.12 and [Le
et al., 2010]. The design nodes deﬁne the inclined transition surface between the larger and
smaller cross section. As with the two-dimensional ﬁllet example, a geometric constraint
is enforced which prohibits the design nodes from moving too far to the left, and ℎ = 0.5,
푏 = 0.125, and 풫 = 1. Figure 2.10 shows the optimization results, which agree with that of
the two-dimensional example, as expected.
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Figure 2.10: Three-dimensional ﬁllet design (stress plots in initial and ﬁnal designs are based
on the same color scale)
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2.9.4 Three-dimensional tube under torsion
This example minimizes the von Mises stress subject to a volume constraint of a tube subject
to a torsional load, cf. Figure 2.11. The tube is fully restrained on the left face and subject
to a torsional load on the inner axial face. The design nodes deﬁne the tube’s outer surface.
As in the previous examples, geometric constraints are enforced which prohibit the design
nodes on the two annulus surfaces from moving inward. The maximum stress is captured via
the p-norm measure with p-norm parameter of 20, cf. Eq. 3.12. The optimization results
appear in Figure 2.11 for the values ℎ = 0.5, 푏 = 0.125, and 풫 = 1. As expected, the initial
design has a stress concentration which is eliminated from the optimized design, and the
optimized design exhibits a fairly uniform stress distribution in which the maximum stress
is reduced almost by half.
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Figure 2.11: Three-dimensional tube design (stress plots in initial and ﬁnal designs are based
on the same color scale)
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Chapter 3
A stress-based topology optimization
procedure for continua
3.1 Overview
The genesis of topology optimization is attributed to the inability to generate holes in struc-
tural shape optimization. This limitation can be resolved by the topological derivative ap-
proach wherein an asymptotic analysis is used to determine the eﬀect that a small hole
placed at a point in the design domain has on the value of the cost function [Norato et al.,
2007, Sokolowski and Zochowski, 1999]. Another way to introduce holes is to use the so-
called material distribution approach in which one distributes a given amount of material
throughout the design domain. This approach leads to an ill-posed problem which can be
physically justiﬁed by noting that material distribution consisting of a series of many strate-
gically placed ﬁne holes renders a stiﬀer structure than a series of fewer strategically placed
large holes of equal net volume. The limit in this reﬁnement procedure, and hence the solu-
tion to the topology optimization problem does not exist. To make the problem well-posed
the admissible design space is changed in one of two ways. In the restriction method one
imposes a minimum length scale for the geometric features of the design, e.g. by imposing a
perimeter constraint. In the relaxation method generalized designs are introduced via perfo-
rated composite materials with inﬁnitesimal holes. This approach requires homogenization
to deﬁne the elasticity tensor. We adopt the restriction method for our stress-based here
in Chapter 3, and the relaxation method for our wave tailoring topology optimization in
Chapter 4.
The goal of our structural topology optimization is to ﬁnd a structure comprised of
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a homogeneous material for which the aforementioned restriction method is suitable. In
particular, we follow the popular element-based material distribution approach [Bendsøe,
1989]. Given a design domain Ω which is discretized using 푛 ﬁnite elements, we assign a
material volume fraction (or alternatively, density) variable 휌푒 to each ﬁnite element 푒 and
seek the the values of these design variables that optimize a quantity of interest, such as
the compliance, subject to constraints, such as the total material volume. An element is
considered solid or void if its volume fraction is 휌푒 = 1 or 휌푒 = 0, respectively. The vector
훒 containing these element densities deﬁnes the structure (with an arbitrary topology) in a
similar way that black-and-white pixels represents a black-and-white image. Unfortunately,
this integer programming is diﬃcult to solve. Hence the problem is convexiﬁed so that the
volume fraction 휌푒 can assume any real value between 0 and 1, i.e. 휌푒 ∈ [0, 1], making it
amenable to nonlinear programming.
To generate a well-posed problem in our convexiﬁed problem, we can enforce the perime-
ter constraint, i.e.
∫
Ω
∇휌 푑푣 < 푐휌 [Haber et al., 1996] or the slope constraint, i.e. ∇휌 < 푐푠
[Petersson and Sigmund, 1998]. Alternatively, we use a ﬁlter to eliminate ﬁne oscillations in
휌, i.e. we optimize 휌 but use the ﬁltered density 휌˜ to deﬁne the material distribution.
The elasticity tensor ℂ(휌) corresponding to “gray” elements, i.e. elements with 0 < 휌푒 <
1, are constrained, e.g. by the Reuss–Voight bounds, i.e. (휌ℂ−1표 )
−1
< ℂ < 휌ℂ표 where
ℂ표 is the elasticity tensor of the solid element. Hence we have some freedom and write
ℂ = 휂푐 (휌˜)ℂ표.
Summarizing, our topology optimization problem is stated as
min
훒∈[0,1]
푓(훒˜,u)
such that: 푔푗(훒˜,u) ≤ 0, 푗 = 1, ...,푚
K (ℂ푒) u = f
ℂ푒 = 휂푐 (휌˜푒)ℂ표
(3.1)
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where 푓 is the objective function; 푔푗 are constraint functions; K is the stiﬀness matrix; u is
the displacement vector; f is the nodal force vector; and ℂ푒 is the element 푒 elasticity tensor.
Nonlinear programming algorithms are used to solve the topology optimization because
the large number of design variables precludes zero-order methods such as genetic algo-
rithms. Figure 3.1 illustrates this basic topology optimization process in which: starting
with an initial design, we compute the ﬁnite element response; we then evaluate the cost
and constraint functions and their sensitivities; next we supply this information to the op-
timizer which returns the updated design 훒. This process is repeated until convergence is
achieved.
?
iρ
Design 
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Intermediate
result
Final
resultyes
no
Finite element analysis
Sensitivity analysis
Material distribution update
Converged?
Initial design
Result
Load
Figure 3.1: Topology optimization process
Most of the development in topology optimization has concentrated on compliance and
other global responses such as natural frequency despite the fact that stress is among the most
important considerations. Most likely, this is because there are three additional challenges
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that need to be overcome to eﬀectively solve stress-based optimization problems [Bendsøe
and Sigmund, 2003]. The ﬁrst is related to the so-called “singularity” phenomenon [Cheng
and Guo, 1997, Cheng and Jiang, 1992, Rozvany, 2001], the second is related to the local
nature of the constraint, and the third is related to the highly non-linear stress behavior.
The “singularity” problem was ﬁrst encountered when designing trusses subject to stress
constraints where it was shown that the 푛-dimensional feasible design space contains degen-
erate subspaces of dimension less than 푛 [Cheng and Jiang, 1992, Kirsch, 1990]. Further
the globally optimal design is often an element of such degenerate subspaces. Nonlinear
programming algorithms cannot identify these regions and hence they converge to locally
optimal designs. To remedy this situation, the stress constraints are relaxed to eliminate the
degenerate regions and thereby allow the nonlinear programming to ﬁnd the global optimum.
Several relaxation approaches have been forwarded for truss design, e.g. the 휖-relaxation and
smooth envelope functions (SEF’s) [Cheng and Guo, 1997, Rozvany and Sobieszczanski-
Sobieski, 1992]. These approaches were later adapted for the stress constrained design of
continuum structures [Bruggi and Venini, 2008, Duysinx and Bendsøe, 1998, Duysinx and
Sigmund, 1998].
The second diﬃculty of stress-based topology optimization is due to the local nature of
the stress constraint. In a continuum setting, stress constraints should be considered at every
material point. Albeit in a discrete setting, the number of such material points is ﬁnite, it is
still too large for practical applications. A resolution to this complication replaces the local
stress constraints with a single integrated stress constraint that approximates the maximum
stress, such as the p-norm or the Kresselmeier-Steinhauser (KS) functions [Duysinx and
Sigmund, 1998, Yang and Chen, 1996]. This global approach is computationally eﬃcient,
however it does not adequately control the local stress behavior.
Another issue with stress constraints is their highly nonlinear dependence on the design.
Indeed, stress levels are drastically aﬀected by density changes in neighboring regions, and
this phenomenon is exasperated in critical regions with large spatial stress gradients such
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as reentrant corners. As such, design optimization problem formulations and their solution
algorithms should be numerically consistent to avoid convergence problems.
Our goal is to design black-and-white structures, i.e. practical-inexpensive structures
with homogeneous material properties, that satisfy stress constraints. Hence, we consider
neither composite nor functionally graded materials [Allaire et al., 2004, Lipton, 2002, Stump
et al., 2007]. As a prelude to and motivation for our method, we review and discuss exist-
ing works on stress-based topology optimization. To these ends, we present here various
benchmark L-bracket designs (for structures comprised of homogeneous isotropic materials)
obtained in the literature as well as our work, cf. Figure 3.1. Table 3.1 summarizes the crit-
ical aspects that are used to obtain each design, namely the length scale control, material
model used in the ﬁnite element analysis, relaxed stress used to deﬁne the stress constraint,
problem statement, nonlinear programming algorithm as well as any extraneous remarks.
In all cases the L-bracket is ﬁxed at the top edge, and subjected to a vertical transverse tip
load. In some designs, the load is applied at the top corner as shown, while in others it is
applied at the center of the rightmost vertical edge. The initial design consists of a uniform
material distribution, and hence it includes the reentrant corner with its stress singularity.
For reference purposes, a minimum compliance design (subject to a volume constraint) is
also provided along with its stress contour plot, cf. design (b) and plot (c). All stress plots in
this paper use color scales that range from blue (minimum stress) to red (maximum stress),
with nine equal range levels, all stress plots in any one ﬁgure use the same color scale unless
otherwise noted. Note that the reentrant corner is not removed in the compliance design,
and that designs (d), (e), (h), (i) and (k) have reentrant corners, and in fact they are quite
similar to the compliance design (b). The reentrant corner is removed in the designs (f),
(g), (j) and our design (l) (with accompanying stress distribution plot (m)). Unfortunately,
design (f) is obtained via an integer programming method which is not yet viable for large
scale applications. Designs (f) and (h) do not contain length scale control (albeit they con-
tain checker-board control) and hence their problem formulations are most likely ill-posed,
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and design (j) contains large regions of gray material. The approach in design (g) is promis-
ing, but it requires the tuning of parameters which can heavily inﬂuence the ﬁnal topology,
and the authors report that their stress-based problem is signiﬁcantly more computationally
expensive than the compliance problem.
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Figure 1 : Various L-bracket designs: (b) and (c) are compliance based; (d)-(m) are stress-based. (Stress plots are 
based on relaxed von Mises stress, cf. Section 3, and have different color scale ranges)
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We propose a practical procedure to solve the stress-constrained topology optimization
[Le et al., 2009], which combines 1) a density ﬁlter for length scale control, 2) the SIMP
model [Bendsøe, 1989, Rozvany and Sobieszczanski-Sobieski, 1992, Zhou and Rozvany, 1991]
to generate black-and-white designs, 3) a SIMP-like stress deﬁnition to resolve the stress
singularity phenomenon, 4) global and regional stress measures and 5) an adaptive normal-
ization scheme to precisely control the local stress level. The ﬁrst two ingredients are well
known in topology optimization [Bruns and Tortorelli, 2001] while the third ingredient is
consistent with stress-based topology optimization methodologies [Bruggi and Venini, 2008,
Duysinx and Bendsøe, 1998]. The combination of multiple regional stress measures and
adaptive scaling yields designs that precisely satisfy the stress limits.
We concentrate on two stress-based topology optimization problems: volume minimiza-
tion subject to stress-constraints; and stress minimization subject to a volume constraint.
Using the ﬁnite element method, and considering one stress value for each ﬁnite element,
the original stress-constrained topology optimization problem is stated in the discrete form
as
min
훒∈[0,1]
푓(훒˜,u)
such that: 휎푒(휌˜푒,u) ≤ 휎¯, if 휌푒 > 0
K (ℂ푒) u = f
ℂ푒 = 휂푐 (휌˜푒)ℂ표
(3.2)
and the original stress minimization problem is stated as
1Citations in Table 1.1 are: (퐼) [Duysinx and Bendsøe, 1998]; (퐼퐼) [Bendsøe, 1989]; (퐼퐼퐼) [Cheng and Guo,
1997]; (퐼푉 ) [Fleury and Braibant, 1986]; (푉 ) [Diaz and Sigmund, 2007]; (푉 퐼) [Duysinx and Sigmund, 1998];
(푉 퐼퐼) [Sigmund, 1997]; (푉 퐼퐼퐼) [Svanberg, 1987]; (퐼푋) [Svanberg and Werme, 2007]; (푋) [Pereira et al., 2004];
(푋퐼) [Haber et al., 1996]; (푋퐼퐼) [Borrvall and Petersson, 2001]; (푋퐼퐼퐼) [Friedlander et al., 1994]; (푋퐼푉 ) [Bruggi
and Venini, 2008]; (푋푉 ) [Par´ıs et al., 2008]; (푋푉 퐼) [Zhou and Rozvany, 1991]; (푋푉 퐼퐼) [Guilherme and Fonseca,
2007]; (푋푉 퐼퐼퐼) [Altair, 2007]; (푋퐼푋) [Fonseca and Cardoso, 2003]; (푋푋) [Bruns and Tortorelli, 2001]; (푋푋퐼)
[Rahmatalla, 2004];
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min
훒∈[0,1]
max
푒∈{1,...,푛};휌˜푒>0
휎푒(훒˜,u)
such that: 푔푗(훒˜,u) ≤ 0, 푗 = 1, ...,푚
K (ℂ푒) u = f
ℂ푒 = 휂푐 (휌˜푒)ℂ표
(3.3)
Notations in the above two equations follow that of Eq. 3.1. In addition, 휎푒 denotes the
element 푒 stress measure, e.g. the von Mises stress; 휎¯ is the stress limit which is assumed
the same for all elements here, but can vary as discussed in Section 3.8.
In subsequent Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we discuss the density ﬁlter technique [Bruns and
Tortorelli, 2001] that is used to achieve length scale control and the elasticity tensor as-
signment ℂ = 휂푐 (휌˜)ℂ표. In Section 3.4, we introduce a stress interpolation scheme that
circumvents the “singularity” phenomenon associated with the stress constraint problem,
and facilitates the stress minimization solution. In Sections 3.5 and 3.6, a global stress mea-
sure and a normalization scheme are introduced to eliminate the intractable computational
cost associated with the large number of local stress constraints. The local stress control
is further enhanced in Section 3.7 by our “regional” stress measure. Section 3.8 discusses
multiple load cases and multiple stress criteria. A summary is provided in Section 3.9, and
additional examples are given in Section 3.10.
3.2 Density ﬁltering
To generate a well-posed topology optimization, we use the restriction method by incorpo-
rating the density ﬁltering technique that was introduced by Bruns and Tortorelli [2001] and
later proven by Bourdin [2001] to eliminate ﬁne scale density oscillations. For example, the
ﬁlter can be deﬁned by
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휌˜푖 =
∑
푗∈Ω푖
푤푖푗휌푗∑
푗∈Ω푖
푤푖푗
with 푤푖푗 =
푟표 − 푟푖푗
푟표
(3.4)
where the domain Ω푖 of element 푖 contains all elements 푗 that lie within the radius 푟표 of
element 푖 as measured from their respective centroids. The weighting factor 푤푖푗 > 0 as
deﬁned above is that of a cone ﬁlter where 푟푖푗 is the distance between the element 푖 and 푗
centroids. Alternative smoothing ﬁlters may also be used.
We impose the 0 and 1 bounds on 휌 and hence on 휌˜ via the ﬁlter. Additionally, the ﬁlter
imposes an upper bound value on ∣∇휌˜∣. In other words, by deﬁning 휌˜ through the bounded
휌 we impose smoothness on 휌˜ without requiring any additional constraints on 휌. This
smoothness prohibits designs with small scale features such as narrow members, oscillatory
edges, micro perforations, and sharp interfaces. Without this or a similar restriction on 휌
the topology optimization problem is ill-posed [Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2003].
Much eﬀort in topology optimization via restriction is directed towards the generation of
black-and-white designs from which structural members can be readily identiﬁed [Bendsøe
and Sigmund, 2003, Bruns, 2005, Sigmund, 2007, Svanberg and Werme, 2007]. However, the
generation of black-and-white designs that exhibit oscillatory edges at early, intermediate
iterations may not be preferable for stress-based topology optimization. Indeed, stress is
calculated from the displacement gradient which is computed with less accuracy than the
ﬁnite element displacement ﬁeld, especially in stress concentration regions. Therefore, the
computed stress at element centroids is artiﬁcially low in the oscillatory regions which are
known to contain stress singularities. Ultimately, these oscillatory boundaries are smoothed
in the design interpretation stage whence the computed stress levels increase. Thus, it
may be better to generate designs with smooth boundaries from the onset, and hence a
somewhat blurred smooth boundary generated with the ﬁlter of Eq. 3.4 is preferable over a
sharp oscillatory boundary.
The ﬁlter-induced blurred region bordering structural members in topology design has
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another advantage: it facilitates the evolution of the design towards the global optima by
allowing void elements to become solid elements more easily and vice-versa. It is the SIMP
method [Bendsøe, 1989, Rozvany et al., 1992, Zhou and Rozvany, 1991] which penalizes
intermediate densities to generate black-and-white designs and can make the optimization
prematurely converge to local optimal [Sigmund and Petersson, 1998]. In this sense, the ﬁlter
provides smoothing for the optimization algorithm which enhances its ability to converge to
the global optima. And for this reason, the ﬁlter and SIMP methods are often combined
[Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2003, Bruns and Tortorelli, 2001].
As mentioned above, stress constraints are highly nonlinear in the design. For this reason
a consistent formulation scheme is desired. The ﬁltering scheme [Bruns and Tortorelli, 2001]
we use here is consistent, i.e the constraint sensitivities are numerically consistent with the
optimization problem statement, and thereby the convergence behavior of the nonlinear
programming algorithm is not unduly sacriﬁced. We have also implemented the popular
and somewhat heuristic sensitivity ﬁlter introduced in [Sigmund, 1997] and found that,
while it performs well for compliance problems, it does not perform particularly well for
stress-constrained problems.
3.3 Material interpolation
The discrete topology optimization problem, i.e. where 휌 ∈ {0, 1}, is convexiﬁed to a
continuous optimization problem, i.e. where 휌 ∈ [0, 1]. Consequently, we need to deﬁne
interpolation schemes for the stiﬀness and volume. For the stiﬀness, we introduce 휂푐 to
weight the solid material elasticity tensor ℂ표, i.e.
ℂ(휌) = 휂푐(휌)ℂ표 (3.5)
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such that 휂푐 satisﬁes 1) 휂푐 is a monotonically increasing function, 2) 0 < 휂푐(휌) ≤ 휌 for
0 < 휌 < 1, 3) 휂푐(1) = 1 and 4) 휂푐(0) = 0. For the volume, we introduce 휂푣 to weight the
inﬁnitesimal volume 푑푣표 as:
푑푣 = 휂푣(휌)푑푣표 (3.6)
where the total volume is computed as 푉 =
∫
Ω
휂푣(휌)푑푣표 and such that 휂푣 satisﬁes 1) 휂푣 is
a monotonically increasing function, 2) 휌 ≤ 휂푣(휌) < 1 for 0 < 휌 < 1, 3) 휂푣(1) = 1 and
4) 휂푣(0) = 0. We note that the stiﬀness and volume interpolations penalize intermediate
densities which favors designs with primarily solid 휌 = 1 and void 휌 = 0 regions. For
example, the interpolations corresponding to the SIMP method are 휂푐(휌) = 휌
푝 with 푝 > 1
and 휂푣(휌) = 휌 whereby the stiﬀness is penalized for intermediate densities. Alternatively, we
may penalize the volume, or both the stiﬀness and volume, as in the “sinh” method [Bruns,
2005].
We are not particularly concerned whether or not the interpolated material exists for
intermediate density values because ultimately we consider only black-and-white designs.
For example, we do not require that ℂ satisfy the Voight bound ℂ < 휌ℂ, however we
note that the SIMP model does indeed satisfy this bound. Furthermore we note that the
SIMP can be used to model porous microstructures indicative of materials with intermediate
density values [Bendsøe and Sigmund, 1999].
3.4 Relaxed stress
The “singularity” problem manifests itself when the optimal topologies belong to degenerate
subspaces of the feasible design space. Unfortunately, convergence to these singular topolo-
gies is practically impossible with gradient based optimizers. To eliminate the degenerate
subspaces and generate a smooth feasible design space so that the topology optimization
problem becomes more tractable, the stress constraints are relaxed; this is the same reason
that discrete density 휌 ∈ {0, 1} is convexiﬁed to 휌 ∈ [0, 1].
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Continuing with our black-and-white design goal, we now introduce our SIMP-like re-
laxed stress deﬁnition. To a degree it is consistent with the 휖 -relaxation used in [Duysinx and
Bendsøe, 1998]. However, in [Duysinx and Bendsøe, 1998] much concern is directed towards
generating a physically consistent scheme for intermediate density values; perhaps not sur-
prisingly, their relaxed stress measure corresponds to the stress in a porous microstructure.
We make no attempt to accurately represent the behavior of materials with intermediate
density values; again because our goal is to consider only black-and-white designs. Moreover,
while the constraint relaxation idea is applicable only for stress-constrained problems, our re-
laxed stress idea is equally applicable to both the stress-constrained and stress minimization
problems.
Similar to the SIMP, we introduce 휂푇 to weight the stress in the solid material T표 ≡
ℂ표[∇푢], i.e.
T푟(휌) = 휂푇 (휌)T표 (3.7)
such that 1) 휂푇 is a monotonically increasing function, 2) 휂푐(휌) < 휂푇 (휌) < 1 for 0 < 휌 < 1
(in our work we deﬁne 휌 < 휂푇 (휌) so that intermediate densities are further penalized by
the stress interpolation), 3) 휂푇 (0) = 0 so that a) the stress in void regions is zero and b)
the feasible design space is smooth without degenerate regions and 4) 휂푇 (1) = 1 so that the
relaxed stress is consistent with stress in the solid material.
The bounds on 휂푇 in condition 2 for Eq. 3.7 imply that our interpolated stress is chosen
between two limiting stresses: (a) the solid stress deﬁned as T표 ≡ ℂ표[∇푢], and (b) the
macroscopic stress deﬁned as T(휌) ≡ ℂ(휌)[∇푢] = 휂푐(휌)T표. Both of these stresses are not
suitable for use in stress-based topology optimization. Considering the stress in case (a), we
have non-zero stress at zero1 density elements since the ﬁnite element strain ∇푢 is non-zero,
and hence the optimizer will be unable to eliminate material in some areas of the design
domain. Considering the stress in case (b) will lead to the opposite problem: the optimizer
1Zero density elements refer to the elements for which 휌 = 휌푚푖푛 where 휌푚푖푛, a small positive number, is
the lower bound in the optimization.
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will generate a trivial all-void design. To see this, we consider a feasible design 휌 which has
the elasticity tensor ℂ(휌) = 휂푐(휌)ℂ표 where we assume that 휂푐(휌) is a homogeneous function
of degree 푝 > 1, e.g. 휂푐(휌) = 휌
푝, and we have the displacement 푢(휌). Now, we suppose the
feasible design 휌 is uniformly scaled such that 휌 → 훼휌 where 0 < 훼 < 1. For this scaled
design, we have ℂ(훼휌) = 휂푐(훼휌)ℂ표 = 훼푝휂푐(휌)ℂ표 = 훼푝ℂ(휌) and hence 푢(훼휌) = 훼−푝푢(휌).
We see that considering the stress in case (b) gives T(훼휌) = T(휌). If we try to uniformly
eliminate material in case (b), the stress is unaﬀected, and hence the optimizer will attempt
to remove all material.
Some remarks are in order: 1) the relaxed stress T푟 is used to deﬁne the stress measure
휎, e.g. the von Mises stress, 2) the 휂푇 enforced in [Duysinx and Bendsøe, 1998] and [Bruggi
and Venini, 2008] via continuation leads to functions that approximate the step function,
with nearly zero sensitivity (for a ﬁxed strain) which may adversely aﬀect the optimization
convergence, and 3) the choices of 휂푐, 휂푣, and 휂푇 are ﬂexible and we have experimented
with the following interpolation schemes (based on [Bendsøe, 1989, Bruggi and Venini, 2008,
Cheng and Guo, 1997, Sigmund, 1997, Zhou and Rozvany, 1991]) that work for the L-bracket
example:
1)
휂푐 = 휌
3
2)
휂푐 = 휌
3
3)
휂푐 = 휌
4)
휂푐 = 휌
3
휂푣 = 휌 휂푣 = 휌 휂푣 = 휌
1/3 휂푣 = 휌
휂푇 = 휌
1/2 휂푇 = 1− sinh[3(1−휌)]sinh(3) 휂푇 = 휌1/6 휂푇 = 휌0.3(1−휌)+휌
(3.8)
Figure 3.4 shows graphs of the functions of the four interpolation schemes in Eq. 3.8. We
used the ﬁrst interpolation scheme to generate the results presented in this paper.
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Figure 3.3: Interpolation functions in Eq. 3.8
3.5 Global stress measure
In ﬁnite element-based stress-constrained topology optimization problems we ideally enforce
one stress constraint per ﬁnite element. This implies the number of stress constraints 푛 is
large. Further, since the number of design variables also equals the number of elements,
the number of design variables 푛 is also large. Hence sensitivity computation, by either the
direct or adjoint methods is prohibitively costly. Indeed, the number of pseudo analyses in the
direct method and the number of adjoint analyses in the adjoint method equal 푛 [Michaleris
et al., 1994]. Thus, both methods are equally costly. To reduce this computational burden
a single global stress measure [Duysinx and Sigmund, 1998, Yang and Chen, 1996] is often
used in place of the 푛 local stress measures thereby making the adjoint sensitivity analysis
computationally eﬃcient.
To deﬁne the global measure we ﬁrst consider the original problem with the 푛 constraints,
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one for each element 푒:
휎푒 ≤ 휎¯, 푒 = 1, ..., 푛 (3.9)
where 휎 ≡ 휎ˆ(T푟) is the relaxed stress measure, e.g. von Mises stress, 휎¯ is its bound, and 푒
is the element index. These 푛 constraints can be restated in terms of the single maximum
stress constraint:
휎max = max
푒∈{1,...,푛}
(휎푒) ≤ 휎¯ (3.10)
However, the maximum function is not diﬀerentiable, thus it needs to be smoothed. For this
purpose, one could use the p-norm or the Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (KS) function. Without
loss of generality we adopt the p-norm measure 휎푃푁 , and hence our constraint becomes:
휎푃푁 =
(
푁∑
푒=1
푣푒휎
푃
푒
)1/푃
≤ 휎¯푃푁 (3.11)
where 푃 is the stress norm parameter and 푣푒 is the element 푒 solid volume. Here we assume
that a single stress criterion is imposed in the structure and that the stress measure 휎푒 is
non-negative. For more generality, refer to Section 3.8.
On one extreme, as the stress norm parameter 푃 →∞, the p-norm 휎푃푁 approaches the
maximum stress 휎푚푎푥 (modulo the element volume), and there is no added smoothness. On
the other extreme, when 푃 → 1, there is excessive smoothness and the p-norm approaches
the average stress (modulo the volume). A good choice for 푃 should therefore provide
adequate smoothness so that the optimization algorithm performs well and an adequate
approximation of the maximum stress value so that the optimized design satisﬁes the imposed
stress constraints.
For stress minimization formulations the choice of the stress norm parameter 푃 is not
critical because the p-norm only needs to capture the trend of the maximum stress, not the
actual maximum stress value. To see this we design the L-bracket described in Figure 3.4
(a) where all dimensions are given here and henceforth in mm. Our problem is formulated
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to minimize stress 휎푃푁 , cf. Eq. 3.11, where 휎푒 is the von Mises stress at the element
centroid (elemental von Mises stress), subject to the volume constraint 푉 ≤ 푉¯ ≤ 푉max
where 푉max is the design domain volume; it is solved via the method of moving asymptotes
(MMA) [Svanberg, 1987]. The plane stress ﬁnite element analysis uses bilinear 4-node square
elements with a thickness of 1.0 mm and edge length of 1.0 mm; the material has a Young’s
modulus of 퐸 = 1.0 MPa and a Poison’s ratio of 휈 = 0.3; the cone ﬁlter radius is 푟푖 = 2.0mm,
cf. Eq. 3.4; and the net 3 N load that is distributed over six nodes to avoid a stress
concentration. Figure 3.4(b)-(e) show designs obtained using the stress norm parameter
values 푃 = 4, 6, 8, and 12 together with stress distribution plots where all stress values are
given here and henceforth in MPa. As seen, a low 푃 value gives a design similar to that of
the compliance minimization, which has a stress concentration at the reentrant corner. On
the other hand, larger 푃 values give designs with more uniform stress distributions in which
the stress concentration is reduced. We note however that the optimization with 푃 = 12
takes more iterations, possibly due to ill-conditioning, in comparison to the optimization
with lower 푃 values. For this stress minimization example the values of 푃 =6 and 8 yield
the best designs. We also note that the number of iterations required to obtain these designs
is similar to that required for the compliance problem.
3.6 Normalized global stress measure
Unfortunately the p-norm stress measure 휎푃푁 lacks physical meaning as opposed to, e.g.
the maximum stress 휎max. In fact, an explicit mathematical expression of 휎max in terms of
휎푃푁 does not exist [Duysinx and Sigmund, 1998]. Thus the ability to enforce a constraint
on the maximum stress using the p-norm stress 휎푃푁 is lacking. To remedy this deﬁciency
we propose a normalized global stress measure.
Our normalized global stress measure uses information from the previous optimization
iteration to scale, i.e. normalize, the global p-norm measure as 푐 휎푃푁 . To deﬁne the
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On the other hand, larger P  values give designs with more uniform stress distributions in which the stress 
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probably more susceptible to local minima, in comparison to the optimization with lower P  values. For this 
stress minimization example the values of P = 6 and 8 yield best designs. We also note that the number of 
iterations required to obtain these designs is similar to that required for the compliance problem. 
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Figure 3.4: Eﬀect of stress norm parameter 푃 on the L-bracket
normalization parameter 푐 we use the maximum stress 휎퐼−1max and the p-norm 휎
퐼−1
푃푁 values
from the previous optimization iteration 퐼 − 1 and deﬁne our evolving normalized global
p-norm constraint at each iteration 퐼 as:
휎max ≈ 푐 휎푃푁 ≤ 휎¯ (3.12)
where 푐 is calculated as follows
푐퐼 =
⎧⎨⎩
휎0푚푎푥
휎0푃푁
for 퐼 = 1
훼 휎
퐼−1
푚푎푥
휎퐼−1푃푁
+ (1− 훼)푐퐼−1 for 퐼 > 1
(3.13)
and the parameter 훼퐼 ∈ (0, 1] controls the variations between 푐퐼 and 푐퐼−1: 0 < 훼퐼 < 1 is
chosen if 푐 oscillates between iterations, otherwise 훼퐼 = 1 is chosen. Obviously, we select
훼1 = 1. As the design converges, d퐼 ≈ d퐼−1 so that 휎퐼푃푁 ≈ 휎퐼−1푃푁 and 휎퐼max ≈ 휎퐼−1max and hence
we achieve the desired eﬀect, i.e. 푐퐼휎퐼푃푁 ≈ 휎퐼max.
Technically this constraint 푐 휎푃푁 ≤ 휎¯ is non-diﬀerentiable because the value of 푐 is
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changed in a discontinuous manner and results in a slightly diﬀerent optimization problem
at every iteration. However, as the optimization converges the changes between successive
design iterations diminish and hence 푐 converges, thereby reducing the eﬀects of the non-
diﬀerentiability and inconsistency. No convergence issues were observed in our computations.
To demonstrate the normalization scheme, we revisit the L-bracket example of Figure 3.4.
Here, however, we minimize volume subject to a maximum elemental von Mises stress of 1.2
MPa, i.e. 푐 휎푃푁 ≤ 휎¯ = 1.2 where the stress norm parameter is 푃 = 6. Figures 3.5-3.7 show
the design density and stress distribution evolutions together with the volume and stress
convergence. From the convergence graphs it is seen that the maximum stress constraint is
active in the optimal design.
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discontinuous manner and results in a slightly different optimization problem at every iteration. However, as the 
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minimize volume subject to a maximum elemental von Mises stress of 1.2 MPa, i.e. 1.2
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stress constraint is active in the optimal design. 
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Figure 4 : Normalized volume (left) and stress (right) convergence Figure 3.5: Normalized volume (left) and stress (right) convergence
3.7 Regional stress measures
Thus far we have discussed the use of many local or one global stress measure(s) for stress-
constrained problems. Imposing local stress constraints provides precise control over local
stress levels, but it requires a prohibitively large computational expense. Alternatively,
using one global stress measure relieves the computational expense, but it provides poor
local control over the stress distribution. Our compromise between the two approaches uses
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several regional stress measures to improve the local control while maintaining manageable
computational cost. So rather than using the 푛 constraints of Eq. 3.9 or the single global
constraint of Eq. 3.12, we enforce the 푚 regional constraints:
휎max푘 = max
푒∈Ω푘
(휎푒) ≤ 휎¯푘 , 푘 = 1, ...,푚 (3.14)
where Ω푘 is the set of elements in region 푘 of our body region Ω. Consequently, we impose
the normalized p-norm constraint of Eq. 3.12 over each region 푘, viz.
휎max푘 ≈ 푐푘휎푃푁푘 ≤ 휎¯, 푘 = 1, ...,푚 (3.15)
where 푐푘 is calculated independently for each region using Eq. 3.13 and 휎푃푁 is obtained from
Eq. 3.11 by only considering the elements in region Ω푘.
We implemented a number of region deﬁnitions based on physical location, stress distri-
bution, and/or element connectivity, etc. and we found that a simple interlacing approach
generated the best results. It should be noted that the goal of deﬁning regions is to provide
better control of local stress, thus regions need not be connected, i.e. the elements that make
up each region need not be contiguous. To deﬁne the interlacing regions we sort elements
based on their stress level at the current design iteration 퐼:
{
푒1, 푒2, ..., 푒푛 : 휎
퐼
푒1
≤ 휎퐼푒2 ≤ ... ≤ 휎퐼푒푛
}
(3.16)
and then deﬁne the 푚 regions as:
Ω푘 ≡ {푒푘, 푒푚+푘, 푒2푚+푘, ...} , 푘 = 1, ...,푚 (3.17)
For the values of 푚 = 1 and 푚 = 푛, with 푛 the number of elements, we revert to the
constraints of Eqs. 3.12 and 3.9. If the optimizer works perfectly, then as 푚 increases the
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designs improve. However, in practice the optimizer may converge to inferior designs for
a large 푚 as shown in Figure 3.8(e). Also, as previously stated, 푚 must not be too large
lest the computational expense becomes intractable. We note that the regional constraint
is similar to the “block aggregated” constraint in [Par´ıs et al., 2007], although our region
deﬁnition diﬀers. We also note that the proposed evolving region deﬁnition further adds
to the potentially problematic non-diﬀerentiability of the constraints. However, we did not
observe such adverse eﬀects in our computations.
To illustrate the eﬀect that the number of regions 푚 has on the stress-constrained prob-
lem, we resolve the previous L-bracket example using the stress norm parameter 푃 = 4
with 푚 =1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 regions, cf. Figure 3.8. We chose 푃 = 4 here to highlight the
eﬀect made by increasing the number of regions. The design obtained from 푚 = 1 region
is unsatisfactory because a stress concentration exists at the reentrant corner that is not
removed. As expected, the designs improve as the number of regions increases. Indeed, even
for 푚 = 8 the stress concentration is eﬀectively removed and the stress distribution becomes
essentially uniform. In all designs, the maximum stress limit of 1.2 MPa is achieved (via the
normalization). Thus, for a modest 푚-fold increase in our already eﬃcient adjoint sensitivity
computation we are able to signiﬁcantly improve the designs. Additionally, we are able to
use a relatively modest stress norm parameter 푃 = 4 which results in a smooth design space
which is easily traversed by the optimizer.
3.8 Multiple stress criteria and load cases
Our method is readily extended to accommodate other local constraints, e.g. displacement,
and multiple load cases. In engineering design practice, there are scenarios in which one
wishes to impose diﬀerent stress constraints corresponding to diﬀerent load cases, and pos-
sibly on diﬀerent regions of the structure. For instance, one load case may correspond to
a severe load for which the stress constraint limit would be related to the material’s yield
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strength; additionally, there could be a load case related to a repetitive, fatigue load for
which the stress constraint limit would be related to the material’s endurance limit. To ac-
commodate such instances, we could deﬁne our 푚 regions Ω푘 accordingly. However, we have
found that this practice produces regional biases that adversely aﬀect the results. Hence,
we redeﬁne the original constraint of e.g. Eq. 3.9 as:
휎푒
휎¯푒
≤ 1, 푒 = 1, ..., 푛 (3.18)
Note that 휎푒 is the respective local response, e.g. it represents either the yield strength or
endurance limit stress measure, and 휎¯푒 is its respective bound. To deﬁne the regions based
on the interlacing scheme of Eq. 3.17, we now sort the elements by the value of 휎푒/휎¯푒, and
redeﬁne each regional constraint as:
푐푘
[∑
푒∈Ω푘
푣표푒
(
휎푒
휎¯푒
)푃]1/푃
≤ 1, 푘 = 1, ..., 푛 (3.19)
cf. Eqs. 3.11, 3.12 and 3.15. Here, 휎푒 is not required to be non-negative, but rather 휎푒/휎¯푒
is assumed to be non-negative. We can also apply this technique in stress minimization
problems wherein the 휎¯푒 become scale factors and the cost function is deﬁned from Eq. 3.19
with 푚 = 1 region.
A natural way to address the multiple load case problem is to consider each of the 푙
load cases separately and use 푚 regional constraints per load case. Alternatively, we could
combine all load case 푙 - element 푒 stress ratios 휎푙푒/휎¯
푙
푒 into a single set and subsequently divide
it into “regions” via our interlacing strategy. In our example, the latter approach performs
slightly better. Note that the minimum number of constraints in the former approach equals
the number of load cases 푙 whereas the minimum number of constraints in the latter approach
equals 1. Hence the latter approach can be used to deﬁne the cost function for a stress
minimization problem.
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Figure 3.9 shows a modiﬁed L-bracket design that is identical to our previous examples
with the obvious exceptions of its geometry and loading. Each of the two load cases is
deﬁned by the application of an equivalent concentrated load at each ends. To demonstrate
the ability to apply diﬀerent stress limits, the structure contains two regions divided by the
vertical symmetry line. Two designs are generated: 1) volume minimization subject to stress
constraints with a single stress criterion, i.e. 휎¯푙푒 = 휎¯ = 1.2MPa; and 2) volume minimization
subject to stress constraints with elemental von Mises stress limits of 휎¯푙푒 = 1.0MPa in the
left region, and 휎¯푙푒 = 1.5MPa in the right region. Designs are obtained using the stress
norm parameter 푃 = 8 and 푚 = 1 regions (i.e. a single constraint for two load cases). As
seen in Figure 3.9(b), more material is distributed to the weaker left region to accommodate
the lower stress limit. In both designs, the scaled stress, i.e. 휎푙푒/휎¯
푙
푒, tends to be uniform
under the respective load. Convergence is obtained after 190 and 250 iterations; thus, we
see that these multiple load case and multiple stress criterion problems are solved without
appreciably more computational eﬀort than compliance problems.
3.9 Summary
In this section we summarize the stress-constrained and stress minimization problem state-
ments. The stress-constrained problem statement is
min
0<훒≤1
푓 (훒˜,u)
such that: 푐푘휎푃푁 = 푐푘
⎡⎣ ∑
(푒,푙)∈Ω푘
푣표푒
(
휎푙푒
휎¯푙푒
)푃⎤⎦1/푃 ≤ 1, 푘 = 1, ...,푚
K (ℂ푒) u = f
ℂ푒 = 휂푐 (휌˜푒)ℂ표
T푟 = 휂푇 (휌˜) ℂ표[∇푢푙푒]
휎푙푒 = 휎˜ (Tr)
(3.20)
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where 훒 is the design variable vector that is ﬁltered to obtain 훒˜, cf. Eq. 3.4; 푓 is the objective
function; K is the stiﬀness matrix; u is the node displacement vector; f is the node force
vector; ℂ푒 is the element 푒 elasticity tensor, which is interpolated from the solid material
elasticity tensor ℂ표 using the stiﬀness interpolation function 휂푐(휌푒), cf. Eq. 3.8; Ω푘 is the set
of element-load case (푒, 푙) stresses in region 푘, which is deﬁned according to Section 3.8; 휎¯푙푒
is the stress limit for element 푒 under load case 푙; 푐푘 is the normalization factor for region 푘,
cf. Eq. 3.13; 푚 is the number of constraints, i.e. number of regions; 휎푙푒 is the relaxed stress,
e.g. the von Mises stress, in element 푒 under load case 푙, which is deﬁned by relaxed solid
stress measure T푟 = 휂푇 (휌˜)ℂ표[∇푢푢푙푒].
Using the above notations the stress minimization problem is stated as
min
0<훒≤1
휎푃푁 =
⎡⎣ ∑
(푒,푙)∈Ω푘
푣표푒
(
휎푙푒
휎¯푙푒
)푃⎤⎦1/푃
such that: 푔푗 (훒˜,u) ≤ 0 푗 = 1, ...,푚
K (ℂ푒) u = f
ℂ푒 = 휂푐 (휌˜푒)ℂ표
T푟 = 휂푇 (휌˜) ℂ표[∇푢푙푒]
휎푙푒 = 휎˜ (Tr)
(3.21)
We note that the sensitivities with respect to 훒, e.g. ∂푓/∂훒, which are required for gradient-
based optimizers, are computed using the chain-rule from the sensitivities with respect to
훒˜, e.g. ∂푓/∂훒˜, which are obtained via the adjoint method [Michaleris et al., 1994].
3.10 Numerical examples
We now apply the proposed procedure to design two additional structures. The ﬁrst design
concerns a portal frame and the second design concerns the well-known MBB beam. The
portal frame design problem is depicted in Figure 3.10(a). The plane stress ﬁnite element
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analysis uses bilinear 4-node quadrilateral elements with a thickness of 1.0 mm and an
average edge length of 1.0mm; the material model has a Young’s modulus of 퐸 = 1.0MPa
and a Poison’s ratio of 휈 = 0.3; the ﬁlter radius is 푟푖 = 2.0mm; and the net 8 N load that
is distributed symmetrically over nine nodes to avoid stress concentration. Two designs are
generated: the ﬁrst minimizes compliance subject to a volume constraint; and the second
minimizes the maximum elemental von Mises stress, which is approximated using the stress
norm parameter 푃 = 8, subject to the same volume constraint. This example clearly
illustrates the diﬀerence between minimum compliance and minimum stress designs. Not
surprisingly, the stress design exhibits a higher compliance of 4584Nmm compared to the
4154Nmm of the compliance design, whereas the maximum stress of 3.32MPa in the stress
design is signiﬁcantly lower than the 5.84MPa in the compliance design. Qualitatively,
we see that the stress design uniformly distributes stress by avoiding stress concentrations
as opposed to the compliance design, which exhibits two stress concentration areas: one
directly below the applied load and the other at the reentrant corner. In comparison to the
compliance design, the minimum stress design avoids the stress concentrations by increasing
the material adjacent to the load application region and by reconﬁguring the two bottom
chord members to form an arch over the reentrant corner.
The MBB beam design is depicted in Figure 3.11. The plane stress ﬁnite element analysis
uses bilinear 4-node square elements with a thickness of 1.0mm and edge length of 1.0mm;
the material model has a Young’s modulus of 퐸 = 1.0MPa and a Poison’s ratio of 휈 = 0.3;
the ﬁlter radius is 푟푖 = 2.0mm; and the net 8 N load that is distributed symmetrically over
nine nodes to avoid stress concentrations. Again, two designs are generated: a compliance
minimization subject to a volume constraint, and a volume minimization subject to 1.5MPa
maximum elemental von Mises stress constraint (which is enforced using the normalized
constraint of Eq. 4.42 with 푃 = 8 and 푚 = 1). The stress design is performed ﬁrst to
obtain the minimized volume 푉 = 0.38푉max which in turn is used as the limiting volume
푉¯ = 0.38푉max in the compliance design. Again, as expected, the stress design shows a more
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uniform stress distribution with a lower maximum stress, i.e. 1.50MPa versus 2.04MPa, and
higher compliance, i.e. 5231Nmm versus 4938Nmm.
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Figure 5 : Normalized global stress measure: density ρ  evolution 
Figure 3.6: Normalized global stress measure: density 휌 evolution
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Figure 6 : Normalized global stress measure: stress σ  evolution 
(The color scales range from the minimum to the maximum stress for each iteration) Figure 3.7: Normalized global stress measure: stress 휎 evolution
(The color scales range from the minimum to the maximum stress for each iteration)
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6 Regional stress measures 
Thus far we have discussed the use of many local or one global stress measure(s) for stress-constrained 
problems. Imposing local stress constraints provides precise control over local stress levels, but it requires a 
prohibitively large computational expense. Alternatively, using one global stress measure relieves the 
computational expense, but it provides poor local control over the stress distribution. Our compromise between 
the two approaches uses several regional stress measures to improve the local control while maintaining 
manageable computational cost. So rather than using the n  constraints of Eq. (6) or the single global constraint 
of Eq. (9), we enforce the m  regional constraints 
max max( ) ,       1,2,...,
k
k
e
e
k mσ σ σ
∈Ω
= ≤ =  (11)
where kΩ  is the set of elements in region k  of our body region Ω . Consequently, we impose the normalized p-
norm constraint of Eq. (9) over each region k , viz. 
max ,       1,2,...,k kk PN
c k mσ σ σ≈ ≤ =  (12)
where kc  is calculated independently for each region using Eq. (10) and 
kPN
σ  is obtained from Eq. (8) by only 
considering the elements in region kΩ . 
We implemented a number of region definitions based on physical location, stress distribution, and/or element 
connectivity, etc. and we found that a simple interlacing approach generated the best results. It should be noted 
that the goal of defining regions is to provide better control of local stress, thus regions need not be connected, 
i.e. the elements that make up each region need not be contiguous. To define the interlacing regions we sort 
elements based on their stress level at the current design iteration I : 
{ }
1 2
1 2, ,..., : ...
n
I I I
n e e e
e e e σ σ σ≤ ≤ ≤  (13)
and then define the m  regions as: 
{ }2, , ,... , 1,2,...,k k m k m ke e e k m+ +Ω ≡ =  (14)
For the values of 1m =  and m n= , with n  the number of elements, we revert to the constraints of Eqs. 
(6) and (9). If the optimizer works perfectly, then as m  increases the designs improve. However, in practice the 
optimizer may converge to a worse local minimum for a large m  as shown in Figure 7(e). Also, as previously 
stated, m  must not be too large lest the computational expense becomes intractable. We note that the regional 
constraint is similar to the „block aggregated‰ constraint in [42], although our region definition differs. We also 
note that the proposed evolving region definition further adds to the potentially problematic non-differentiability 
of the constraints. However, we did not observe any adverse effects as the designs converge. 
To illustrate the effect that the number of regions m  has on the stress-constrained problem, we resolved the 
previous L-bracket example using the stress norm parameter 4P =  with m = 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 regions, cf. 
Figure 7. We chose 4P =  here to highlight the effect made by increasing the number of regions. The design 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) m =1 (295 iter.) (b) m =2 (108 iter.) (c) m =4 (105 iter.) (d) m =8 (110 iter.) (e) m =16 (108 iter.) 
Figure 7 : Density (top) and stress σ  (bottom) for designs obtained with m = 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 regions. 
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Figure 3.8: Density (top) and stress (bottom) for designs obtained with 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16
regions.
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(a) Two load cases, single stress criterion ( 1.2eσ = MPa), number of iterations = 190 
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(b) Two load cases, two stress criteria: 1.0eσ = MPa on the left; 1.5eσ = MPa on the right, 
number of iterations = 250 
Figure 8 : Multiple stress criteria and multiple load cases 
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Figure 3.9: Multiple stress criteria and multiple load cases
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(a) Problem definition 
  
Density ρ  distribution Stress σ  distribution 
(b) Minimum compliance design: max/V V  = 0.3; compliance = 4154 Nmm; maximum stress = 5.84 MPa 
  
Density ρ  distribution Stress σ  distribution 
(c) Minimum stress design: max/V V  = 0.3; compliance = 4584 Nmm; maximum stress = 3.32 Mpa; 
 number of iterations = 275 
Figure 9 : Portal frame: minimum compliance design vs. minimum stress design 
The MBB beam design is depicted in Figure 10. The plane stress finite element analysis uses bilinear 4-node 
square elements with a thickness of 1.0 mm and edge length of 1.0 mm; the material model has a YoungÊs 
modulus of 1.0E = MPa and a PoisonÊs ratio of 0.3v = ; the filter radius is 2.0ir = mm; and the 8 N load is 
distributed symmetrically over nine nodes to avoid stress concentration. Again, two designs are generated: a 
compliance minimization subject to a volume constraint, and a volume minimization subject to 1.5 MPa 
maximum elemental von Mises stress constraint (which is enforced using the normalized constraint of Eq. (17) 
with 8P =  and 1m = ). The stress design is performed first to obtain the minimized volume max0.38V V=  
which in turn is used as the limiting volume max0.38V V=  in the compliance design. Again, as expected, the 
stress design shows a more uniform stress distribution with a lower maximum stress, i.e. 1.50 MPa versus 2.04 
MPa, and higher compliance, i.e. 5231 Nmm versus 4938 Nmm. 
Figure 3.10: Portal frame: minimum compliance design vs. minimum stress design
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(a) Problem definition 
  
Density ρ  distribution Stress σ  distribution 
(b) Minimum compliance design: max/V V  = 0.38; compliance = 4978 Nmm; maximum stress = 2.04 MPa 
  
Density ρ  distribution Stress σ  distribution 
(c) Stress-constrained design: 
max/V V  = 0.38; compliance = 5231 Nmm; maximum stress = 1.50 MPa; number of iterations = 160 
Figure 10 : MBB beam: minimum compliance design vs. stress-constrained design 
9 Conclusion 
The paper describes a practical and computationally efficient procedure for solving stress-based topology 
optimization problems. The numerical examples demonstrate that the proposed method effectively removes the 
stress concentrations and generates black-and-white designs for practically sized problems. Our normalization 
and interlacing regional stress measure strategies effectively control the maximum stress. Our approach 
accommodates multiple load cases, different stress constraints in different regions of the design space, and 
multiple local criteria such as the von Mises stress, principal stress and strain energy density. The proposed 
method is versatile in that it can accommodate different filtering strategies, interpolation schemes for the stress 
relaxation, and aggregate functions for the stress. 
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Chapter 4
Optimization of material
microstructure for stress wave
tailoring
4.1 Overview
The topology optimization using the restriction method discussed in Chapter 3 is largely
successful for designing structures which are comprised of homogeneous material. It is not
particularly eﬃcient for designing bodies comprised of heterogeneous materials. For this
purpose, we adopt topology optimization using the relaxation approach, i.e. homogeniza-
tion [Bendsøe and Kikuchi, 1988, Cheng and Olhoﬀ, 1982, Kohn and Strang, 1986, Lurie
and Cherkaev, 1986, Murat and Tartar, 1985]. Speciﬁcally, we use the relaxation topology
optimization method to design the material microstructure ﬁeld for optimal dynamic struc-
tural response. This class of optimization problems has potential applications in acoustic,
earthquake mitigation, crashworthiness, impact and blast resistance, etc. Here, we optimize
the material microstructure ﬁeld of a two-phase composite to tailor stress wave propagation
through a plate, cf. Figure 4.1, using analytical homogenization formula for sequentially
ranked laminates, analytical sensitivity analysis and a gradient-based optimizer, we opti-
mize the laminate parameters at every material point.
Material design using the inverse homogenization technique is well-known in topology
optimization [Diaz and Benard, 2003, Neves et al., 2000, 2002, Sigmund, 1994, 1995]. In this
technique, the properties of all two or more material phases are known and optimization is
used to design the unit cell microstructure to achieve the desired homogenized properties
ℂℎ. Of course the range of eﬀective properties obtainable from the given constituents is
ﬁnite and this 풢 closure set is not currently known although bounds on this set are known,
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Macroscopic structure
Microstructure ?
Figure 4.1: Optimization problem overview.
e.g. the Hashin Shtrikman bounds [Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963]. Topology optimization
is naturally suited for this problem, i.e. assigning the material phases to every location in
the unit cell. Indeed, using the restriction method to impose a minimum length scale in
the unit cell and the SIMP method to obtain distinct phase boundaries, the material phase
volume fractions are optimized to obtain the desired homogenized properties wherein the
cost function 푓 is deﬁned to match a desired value ℂ∗, i.e. 푓 =
∣∣ℂℎ − ℂ∗∣∣. Figure 4.2 shows
two microstructures obtained by this inverse homogenization process [Paulino et al., 2009].
The unit cell on the left design (a) exhibits a negative Poison’s ratio with minimal shear
modulus; while the unit cell on the right design (b) exhibits a positive Poison’s ratio with
minimal shear modulus. In both designs, the black and white are solid material and void,
respectively. This inverse homogenization technique has also been applied to other problems,
e.g. thermoelasticity [Sigmund and Jensen, 2003], and piezoelectricity [Silva et al., 1998].
Designing the microstructure ﬁeld for optimal macroscopic structural response has also
been proposed using the relaxation topology optimization formulation [Allaire, 2002, Bendsøe
and Sigmund, 2003, Cherkaev, 2000]. The phase volume fractions are assigned at each ma-
terial point to obtain the most eﬀective use of the constituent. This requires knowledge of
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Figure 4.2: Microstructures of materials with: (a) negative Poison’s ratio with minimal shear
modulus; and (b) positive Poison’s ratio with minimal shear modulus.
the 풢 closure, i.e. to determine the available homogenized properties for the given volume
fractions. Unfortunately, as just stated, the 풢 closure is not known. So instead, one assumes
a speciﬁc microstructure and optimizes the parameters describing that microstructure, e.g.
layer volume fractions and orientations in sequentially ranked laminates [Allaire, 2002, Al-
laire et al., 2004, Dı´az and Lipton, 1997, Jacobsen et al., 1998, Olhoﬀ et al., 1998], or the
dimensions and orientation of a rectangular hole in a square cell [Bendsøe and Kikuchi, 1988,
Rodrigues and Fernandes, 1995]. Alternatively, one can employ a computationally intensive
hierarchical approach using inverse homogenization to evaluate the optimal microstructure
for the given volume fraction at each material point [Rodrigues et al., 1998, 2002]. Both
approaches have been widely used to optimize elastostatic and thermoelastic structures.
Herein, we use the former approach to optimize elastodynamic structures, cf. Figure 4.1.
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Dynamic response optimization has been used to design band-gap structures based on
frequency domain analysis. In this area, Sigmund and Jensen [2003] and Cox and Dobson
[2000] use inverse homogenization to design phononic (elastic wave) and photonic (electro-
magnetic wave) band-gap unit cell microstructures. Closely related is the design of the
material distribution ﬁeld for tailoring wave propagation, cf. [Sigmund and Jensen, 2003] for
elastic, and [Frei et al., 2005] and [Jensen and Sigmund, 2005] for electromagnetic problems.
Optimization for dynamic structural response based on time domain analysis is less com-
mon, although sensitivity analysis for transient responses has been available for some time
[Haug and Arora, 1978, Tortorelli et al., 1990]. Min et al. [1999] solve transient structural
topology optimization problems for minimum compliance using a relaxation-homogenization
theory wherein the microstructure consists of a square unit cell with an arbitrarily oriented
rectangular hole. Alternatively, Turteltaub [2005] solves transient structural topology opti-
mization problems using a restriction-SIMP like method [Bendsøe, 1989]. In crashworthiness,
Forsberg and Nilson [2007] address integer 0-1 and variable thickness problems via zero-order
optimization algorithms while Pedersen [2004] optimizes the cross sectional properties in a
beam ground structure. More recently, Dahl et al. [2008] use topology optimization to design
a one-dimensional wave propagation structure. All the aforementioned works address the
material distribution ﬁeld rather than the microstructure in a single unit cell.
Our work uses the relaxation-homogenization method to design the microstructure ﬁeld
for optimal macroscopic dynamic responses. At each material point, the laminate parameters
for a sequentially ranked laminate are assigned and explicit homogenization formula [Allaire,
2002, Murat and Tartar, 1978] are used to obtain the homogenized material properties. These
homogenized properties, together with the trivially computed homogenized mass density,
are assigned to each material point in the macroscopic structure which is then analyzed
using an explicit ﬁnite element analysis to compute the macroscopic dynamic responses. An
analytical sensitivity analysis follows to evaluate the cost and constraint function gradients
with respect to the laminate parameters. Finally, a optimization algorithm based on the
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optimality criteria method [Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2003] updates the laminate parameters,
whereupon the process is repeated until convergence is attained.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 review the
homogenization formulation and state the optimization problem. Sensitivity analysis is
detailed in Section 4.4; and ﬁnally examples are provided in Section 4.5.
4.2 Homogenization
Most materials, such as steel, are not homogeneous on the microscopic scale, i.e. they
contain heterogeneous microstructures. Nonetheless, since we are seldom interested in the
microscopic behavior, and we treat these media as homogeneous with eﬀective constitutive
properties. Indeed, such eﬀective properties are suﬃcient for computing most macroscopic
responses of interest, e.g. energy and natural frequency.
Eﬀective properties are often obtained by conducting experimental tests on representative
samples. However, there are situations, e.g. in composite material design, where we know
the constitutive properties of each constituent. In these situations, we perform “tests”
analytically or numerically to compute the eﬀective properties. Much work has been devoted
to this topic, cf. [Hollister and Kikuchi, 1992] for a review.
In a more speciﬁc case, when the microstructure is periodic, only the unit cell needs
be analyzed to compute the eﬀective properties. The derivation for this case is based on
studies of partial diﬀerential equations with rapidly oscillating coeﬃcients. We follow this
homogenization approach under the assumption that the primary wave of interest has a wave
length much longer than the unit cell size. For this “low frequency” case, it is known (cf.
[Bensoussan et al., 1978]) that static homogenization theory holds. The “high frequency”
case where the interested wave component resonates with the unit cell is a subject for
our future investigation. In the remainder of this section, we review the “low frequency”
homogenization formulation (here, we follow [Allaire, 2002]), and discuss its role in topology
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optimization.
4.2.1 Homogenization formulation
We start from the governing ﬁeld equation for small deformation elastodynamics
−휌 u¨ + div
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆu
])
+ b = 0 for 푥 ∈ Ω, (4.1)
where the macroscopic analysis domain Ω contains material with a spatially periodic elastic-
ity tensor ℂ. The domain of the unit cell 푌 has linear dimension 휖 which is small compared
to the macroscopic domain Ω and loading features. We assume that the displacement ﬁeld
is comprised of slow and fast spatially varying components. As such, the displacement u is
treated as a function of two disparate spatial variables x and y, with y = x/휖. Note that
the density 휌, elasticity tensor ℂ and body force b are also functions of x and y, but for
notational simplicity we omit these dependencies in the equations which follow.
We start with the ansatz two-scale asymptotic expansion of u,
u(x,y, 푡) = u0(x,y, 푡) + 휖u1(x,y, 푡) + ... (4.2)
where the u푖 are assumed to be 푌 -periodic. Substituting Eq. 4.2 in the governing equation 4.1
gives
−휌 (u¨0(x,y, 푡) + 휖 u¨1(x,y, 푡) + ...) + div
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ (u0(x,y, 푡) + 휖u1(x,y, 푡) + ...)
])
+ b = 0
(4.3)
where div(⋅) and ∇ˆ(⋅) (without a subscript) are total divergence and symmetric gradient
operators with respect to x. Partial derivative operators with respect to x and y are denoted
with the corresponding subscript, e.g. ∇ˆ푥u and ∇ˆ푦u. By the chain-rule
∇ˆu = ∇ˆ푥u + 1
휖
∇ˆ푦u (4.4)
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With this, Eq. 4.3 is expanded as
−휌 (u¨0(x,y, 푡) + 휖 u¨1(x,y, 푡) + ...)
+div푥
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푥 (u0(x,y, 푡) + 휖u1(x,y, 푡) + ...) + 1휖 ∇ˆ푦 (u0(x,y, 푡) + 휖u1(x,y, 푡) + ...)
])
+1휖div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푥 (u0(x,y, 푡) + 휖u1(x,y, 푡) + ...)
+1휖 ∇ˆ푦
(
u0(x,y, 푡) + 휖u1(x,y, 푡) + 휖
2u2(x,y, 푡) + ...
)])
+b = 0
(4.5)
and rearranged to isolate terms with like powers of 휖 as
휖−2div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u0(x,y, 푡)
])
+ 휖−1
{
div푥
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u0(x,y, 푡)
])
+ div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푥u0(x,y, 푡)
])
+ div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u1(x,y, 푡)
])}
+ 휖0
{
−휌 u¨0(x,y, 푡) + div푥
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푥u0(x,y, 푡)
])
+ div푥
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u1(x,y, 푡)
])
+ div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푥u1(x,y, 푡)
])
+ div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u2(x,y, 푡)
])
+ b
}
+ ... = 0
(4.6)
In the above equation, we have implicitly assumed that b and u¨ do not contain components
of order 휖−1, 휖−2, etc.
For this governing equation (4.6) to hold for arbitrary 휖, it is necessary that the coeﬃcients
of 휖−2, 휖−1, and 휖0 independently equal zero. The order 휖−2 equation gives
div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u0(x,y, 푡)
])
= 0 (4.7)
which implies
∇ˆ푦u0(x,y, 푡) = 0 (4.8)
i.e. u0(x,y, 푡) is independent of y, so that
u0(x,y, 푡) = u0(x, 푡) (4.9)
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Similarly, the order 휖−1 equation gives
div푥
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u0(x, 푡)
])
+ div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푥u0(x, 푡)
])
+ div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u1(x,y, 푡)
])
= 0 (4.10)
Using Eq. 4.9, i.e. ∇ˆ푦u0(x, 푡) = 0 and ∇ˆu0(x, 푡) = ∇ˆ푥u0(x, 푡), reduces Eq. 4.10 to
div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u1(x,y, 푡)
])
+ div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆu0(x, 푡)
])
= 0 (4.11)
Noting that ∇ˆu0 =
푁∑
푖=1
푁∑
푗=푖
(
∇ˆu0
)
푖푗
e(푖푗), where
e(푖푗) =
⎧⎨⎩ e푖 ⊗ e푗 if 푖 = 푗1√
2
(e푖 ⊗ e푗 + e푗 ⊗ e푖) if 푖 ∕= 푗
(4.12)
we use superposition to solve the above Eq. 4.11. Using either analytical or numerical
methods, we ﬁrst evaluate the 푌 -periodic functions 훘(푖푗) that satisfy
div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦훘(푖푗)(y)
])
= −div푦
(
ℂ
[
e(푖푗)
])
(4.13)
The above Eq. 4.13 are referred to as the microscopic governing equations ; 훘(푖푗) the char-
acteristic displacements ; −div푦
(
ℂ
[
e(푖푗)
])
the material loads, perhaps because they are de-
termined by the distribution of material properties ℂ in 푌 ; and e(푖푗) the test strains. The
displacement u1(x,y, 푡) is determined via superposition as
u1(x,y, 푡) =
푁∑
푖=1
푁∑
푗=푖
(
∇ˆu0(x, 푡)
)
푖푗
훘(푖푗)(y) (4.14)
where 푁 = 2(3) in two-(three) dimensional problems.
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The order 휖0 equation requires
−휌 u¨0(x, 푡) + div푥
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆu0(x, 푡)
])
+ div푥
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u1(x,y, 푡)
])
+ div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푥u1(x,y, 푡)
])
+div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u2(x,y, 푡)
])
+ b = 0
(4.15)
Integrating the above Eq. 4.15 over the unit cell 푌 , and normalizing with respect to the cell
volume ∣푌 ∣ yields
1
∣푌 ∣
∫
푌
[
−휌 u¨0(x, 푡) + div푥
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆu0(x, 푡)
])
+ div푥
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u1(x,y, 푡)
])
+div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푥u1(x,y, 푡)
])
+ div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u2(x,y, 푡)
])
+ b
]
푑푣푦 = 0
(4.16)
Since ℂ and u푖(x,y, 푡) are 푌 -periodic, we have
∫
푌
div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푥u1(x,y, 푡)
])
푑푣푦 =
∫
Γ
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푥u1(x,y, 푡)
]
n 푑푎 = 0 (4.17)
and ∫
푌
div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u2(x,y, 푡)
])
푑푣푦 =
∫
Γ
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u2(x,y, 푡)
]
n 푑푎 = 0 (4.18)
Hence, Eq. 4.16 becomes
−u¨0(x, 푡) 1∣푌 ∣
∫
푌
휌 푑푣푦 +
1
∣푌 ∣div푥
⎧⎨⎩
∫
푌
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆu0(x, 푡)
]
+ ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦u1(x,y, 푡)
])
푑푣푦
⎫⎬⎭+ 1∣푌 ∣
∫
푌
b 푑푣푦 = 0
(4.19)
Substituting Eq. 4.14 into Eq. 4.19 yields
−u¨0(x, 푡) 1∣푌 ∣
∫
푌
휌 푑푣푦
+
1
∣푌 ∣div푥
⎧⎨⎩
∫
푌
ℂ
[
∇ˆu0(x, 푡) +
푁∑
푖=1
푁∑
푗=푖
(
∇ˆu0(x, 푡)
)
푖푗
∇ˆ푦훘(푖푗)(y)
]
푑푣푦
⎫⎬⎭
+
1
∣푌 ∣
∫
푌
b 푑푣푦 = 0
(4.20)
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Noting that
ℂ
[
∇ˆu0(x, 푡) +
푁∑
푖=1
푁∑
푗=푖
(
∇ˆu0(x, 푡)
)
푖푗
∇ˆ푦훘(푖푗)(y)
]
= ℂ
(
푁∑
푖=1
푁∑
푗=푖
(
e(푖푗) ⊗ e(푖푗) + ∇ˆ푦훘(푖푗) ⊗ e(푖푗)
))[
∇ˆu0(x, 푡)
] (4.21)
allows us to write Eq. 4.20 as
−휌ℎ u¨0(x, 푡) + div푥
(
ℂℎ
[
∇ˆu0
])
+ bℎ = 0 (4.22)
where ℂℎ is the homogenized elasticity tensor deﬁned from Eq. 4.20 and 4.21 as
ℂℎ(x) =
1
∣푌 ∣
∫
푌
푁∑
푖=1
푁∑
푗=푖
ℂ(x,y)
[
e(푖푗) ⊗ e(푖푗) + ∇ˆ푦훘(푖푗)(y)⊗ e(푖푗)
]
푑푣푦 (4.23)
and bℎ and 휌ℎ are the homogenized body force and homogenized mass density deﬁned as
simple averages
bℎ(x, 푡) =
1
∣푌 ∣
∫
푌
b(x,y, 푡) 푑푣푦 (4.24)
and
휌ℎ(x) =
1
∣푌 ∣
∫
푌
휌(x,y) 푑푣푦 (4.25)
respectively.
Eq. 4.23 is often transformed into a more convenient form. To do this, we write the
microscopic governing equation (Eq. 4.11) for test strain e(푖푗) in the weak form
∫
푌
훘(푘푙) ⋅ div푦
(
ℂ
[
∇ˆ푦훘(푖푗)
])
푑푣푦 =
∫
푌
−훘(푘푙) ⋅ div푦
(
ℂ
[
e(푖푗)
])
푑푣푦 (4.26)
where the 훘(푘푙) is periodic weighting function. Integration by parts, and using the 푌 -
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periodicity and symmetry of ℂ, transforms the above equation to
∫
푌
∇ˆ훘(푘푙) ⋅ ℂ
[
e(푖푗) + ∇ˆ푦χ(푖푗)
]
푑푣푦 = 0 (4.27)
Adding this zero term to ℂℎ푖푗푘푙 = e(푘푙) ⋅ ℂℎ
[
e(푖푗)
]
yields
ℂℎ푖푗푘푙(x) =
1
∣푌 ∣
∫
푌
(
e(푘푙) + ∇ˆ푦χ(푘푙)(y)
)
⋅ ℂ(x,y)
[
e(푖푗) + ∇ˆ푦χ(푖푗)(y)
]
푑푦 (4.28)
We ﬁnally note that the periodicity condition imposed on the displacement u1(x,y, 푡) in
the unit cell domain 푌 , cf. equation Eq. 4.13 requires that the displacement u1(x,y, 푡) on
opposite sides of the unit cell be identical. cf. Figure 4.3. This boundary condition is not
suﬃcient to generate a unique solution for u1(x,y, 푡). More speciﬁcally, u1(x,y, 푡) is only
determined to within a rigid body translation. However, adding a rigid body translation to
u1(x,y, 푡) does not eﬀect the homogenized elasticity tensor ℂℎ because it is computed from
displacement gradient.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic deformed conﬁguration of a unit cell under material load and period-
icity boundary condition.
4.2.2 Sequentially-ranked laminates
The sequentially-ranked laminate, cf. [Allaire, 2002], is constructed by laminating two mate-
rials: the reinforcement and matrix with elasticity tensors ℂ+ and ℂ− sequentially as follows.
First, a rank-1 laminate is formed by layering the materials as depicted in Figure 4.4. Two
parameters describe this microstructure: the reinforcement volume fraction 휌1 and the layer
orientation 휑1. Next, a rank-2 laminate is formed by layering the matrix with the rank-1
laminate using the analogous parameters 휌2 and 휑2. Similarly, a rank-3 laminate is formed
using the matrix and the rank-2 laminate via the parameters 휌3 and 휑3. One continues this
process to obtain rank-푁 laminates.
The homogenized elasticity tensor ℂℎ for a sequentially ranked laminate can be derived
analytically as follows. First obtain the formula for the rank-1 laminate by assuming the
lamination orientation, i.e. e1, is in the 푥 direction and solving the microscopic governing
equations analytically for the characteristic displacements 훘(푖푗) whereupon the homogenized
elasticity tensor is evaluated analytically from Eq. 4.23 or 4.28. To accommodate a diﬀerent
lamination orientation e∗1, we simply apply the necessary rotation to evaluate the rank-1
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ρ
3ρ
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2ϕ
Figure 4.4: Sequentially-ranked laminates.
elasticity tensor ℂℎ1 which is expressed as
ℂℎ1 = 픽
(
ℂ+,ℂ−, 휌1, e∗1
)
(4.29)
To evaluate ℂℎ2, the rank-2 elasticity tensor, we substitute ℂ+, 휌1 and e∗1 with ℂℎ1, 휌2 and
e∗2 and apply the above equation, i.e. ℂℎ2 = 픽
(
ℂℎ1,ℂ−, 휌2, e∗2
)
. This recursive approach
is repeated to obtain the homogenized rank-N elasticity tensor; it is amenable to computer
implementation.
If the base materials are isotropic, a rather simple formula for the homogenized rank-푁
elasticity tensor ℂℎ is available, cf. Eq. 2.69 in Allaire [2002]
(1− 휌) (ℂℎ − ℂ−)−1 = (ℂ+ − ℂ−)−1 + 휌 푁∑
푖=1
푚푖픽−(e∗푖 ) (4.30)
where 휌 is the total volume fraction of the matrix material; and 푚푖 are volume fraction like
parameters satisfying
푚푖 =
휌푖
휌
푖−1∏
푗=1
(1− 휌푗) (4.31)
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and
푁∑
푖=1
푚푖 = 1 and 푚푖 ≥ 0 (4.32)
픽−(e) is a fourth order tensor with major and minor symmetries deﬁned by
픽−(e) =
1
휇−
(핊⊠ e⊗ e− (e⊗ e)⊗ (e⊗ e)) + 1
2휇− + 휆−
(e⊗ e)⊗ (e⊗ e) (4.33)
where 핊 is the fourth order symmetrizer; and the linear operator ⊠ is deﬁned such that for
given tensors A and B, (A⊠B)C = ACB푇 for any tensor C.
To compute the sensitivity of ℂℎ we rewrite Eq. 4.30 as
ℂℎ = (1− 휌)픻−1 + ℂ− (4.34)
where
픻 = (ℂ+ − ℂ−)−1 + 휌
푁∑
푖=1
푚푖픽−(e∗푖 ) (4.35)
so that the derivatives are
∂ℂℎ
∂푚푖
= −휌(1− 휌)픻−1픽 (e∗푖 )픻−1 (4.36)
∂ℂℎ
∂휌
= −픻−1 − (1− 휌)픻−1
[
푁∑
푖=1
푚푖픽−(e∗푖 )
]
픻−1 (4.37)
∂ℂℎ
∂휑푖
= −휌(1− 휌)푚푖픻−1∂픽 (e
∗
푖 )
∂휑푖
픻−1 (4.38)
where
∂픽(e∗푖 )
∂휑푖
is obtain from Eq. 4.33 by noting that e∗푖 = {푒1, 푒2}푇 = {cos휑, sin휑}푇 . Deriva-
tives with respect to 휌푖 are obtained by diﬀerentiating Eq. 4.31 and applying the chain-rule
with this derivative result to Eqs. 4.36 and 4.37.
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4.2.3 Homogenization in the material layout problem
As mentioned earlier, we use topology optimization with the relaxation approach for our
material microstructure design problem. This approach requires homogenization to deﬁne
the elasticity tensor and the 풢-closure to quantify the range of available homogenized elas-
ticity tensors for given constituent materials and volume fractions. We do not know the 풢
closure but we do know that the sequentially ranked laminate is optimal for some important
design problems, e.g. compliance and natural frequency minimization [Allaire, 2002]. For
this reason, we use sequentially ranked laminates to model our microstructure. Speciﬁcally,
we use rank-3 laminates for our two-dimensional design problems, since according to Lemma
2.39 in [Allaire, 2002], any two-(three-) dimensional elasticity tensor of an arbitrarily ranked
laminate can be obtained by a rank-3(6) laminate. Thus we use six design parameters at
each material point: three volume fractions 휌1, 휌2 and 휌3; and three orientation angles 휑1,
휑2 and 휑3. This is in contrast to other studies that use higher ranked laminates with ﬁxed
laminations, e.g. [Allaire et al., 2004].
We detail here our topology optimization problem for elastostatic design
min
0≤d≤1
푓
(
u,ℂℎ
)
such that: 푔푗
(
u,ℂℎ
) ≤ 0 푗 = 1, ..., 푙
K(ℂℎ)u = f
ℂℎ = ℂ˜ℎ(d)
(4.39)
where the design parameter vector d is the collection of element laminate parameters 휌1, 휌2,
휌3, 휑1, 휑2 and 휑3; 푓 is the cost function; 푔푗 are constraint functions; ℂℎ is the homogenized
elasticity tensor; u is the macroscopic displacement vector; and K is the macroscopic stiﬀness
matrix.
One generally uses mathematical programming methods such as the MMA [Svanberg,
1987] to solve this problem. However, we have either a simple constraint, i.e. the volume
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constraint in our static example, or no constraint (in our dynamic problem), so we use
a simple, yet eﬀective algorithm similar to the optimality criteria method [Bendsøe and
Sigmund, 2003]. Since the element laminate orientations 휑푖푒 do not eﬀect our constraint
functions, their update is computed as
퐷푖푒 =
∂푓
∂휑푖푒
휍 = −푠휑푖푒 sign(퐷푖푒) ∣퐷푖푒∣휂
Δ휑푖푒 = max {푣휑−,min {푣휑+, 휍}}
휑푖푒 = 휑푖푒 + Δ휑푖푒
(4.40)
where 휂 is a control parameter usually taken as 0.5; 푣휑+ and 푣휑− are the upper and lower move
limits; and 푠휑푖푒 are scaling factors which are updated at every optimization iteration based
on whether the orientations 휑푖푒 oscillate between successive iterations or not, cf. [Svanberg,
1987].
For problems with a total volume constraint, the element volume fractions 휌푖푒 are updated
as
퐷푖푒 =
∂푓
∂휌푖푒
/ ∂푔
∂휌푖푒
− Λ
휍 = −푠휌푖푒 sign(퐷푖푒) ∣퐷푖푒∣휂
Δ휌푖푒 = max {푣휌−,min {푣휌+, 휍}}
휌푖푒 = 휌푖푒 + Δ휌푖푒
(4.41)
where Λ is a Lagrange like multiplier computed, e.g. using the bi-section method, such
that the updated design satisﬁes the volume constraint [Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2003]. If no
volume constraint is present, the 휌푖푒 are updated using Eq. 4.40.
As a static example, we design a transversely tip loaded cantilever beam for minimum
compliance subject to a total volume constraint, cf. Figure 4.5. We use 8-node quadrilat-
eral (Q8) elements to avoid numerical instabilities that sometimes arise in such topology
optimization problems [Haber et al., 1996]. It can be seen that two qualitatively equivalent
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solutions are obtained with two diﬀerent mesh sizes. Although we use rank-3 microstruc-
tures, the optimized microstructures consist of rank-2 laminates with orthogonal members
which agree with theoretical studies [Allaire, 2002, Rozvany, 1998]. We note that because of
possible redundancies, the volume fraction and orientation ﬁelds of an individual layer are
non-smooth in some regions, however the corresponding microstructure ﬁeld is smooth as
seen in the blown-up of Figure 4.5c.
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(b) Vol. frac., layer 1 (c) Vol. frac., layer 2 (d) Vol. frac., layer 3
(e) Orientation, layer 1 (f) Orientation, layer 2 (g) Orientation, layer 3
(h) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.) obtained with 40x80 Q8 elements
(a) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.)
obtained with 20x40 Q8 elements
Figure 4.5: Cantilever beam optimization for minimum compliance using homogenization.
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4.3 Transient optimization problem statement
Our dynamic simulations are intended to model waves propagating through solid bodies,
hence we use an explicit ﬁnite element analysis. For simplicity and consistency, the opti-
mization problem is subsequently stated in the discretized form as follows.
min
0≤d≤1
푓
(
u,ℂℎ, 휌ℎ
)
such that: 푔푗
(
u,ℂℎ, 휌ℎ
) ≤ 0 푗 = 1, ..., 푙
M
(
휌ℎ
)
u¨ + K(ℂℎ)u = f
ℂℎ = ℂ˜ℎ(d)
휌ℎ = 휌˜ℎ(d)
(4.42)
In the above statement: 푓 is the cost function; 푔푗 are the constraint functions; ℂℎ is the
homogenized elasticity tensor; 휌ℎ is the homogenized mass density; u is the macroscopic
node displacement vector; K is the macroscopic stiﬀness matrix; M is the macroscopic mass
matrix (here we use a lumped mass matrix which is preferred for wave propagation analyses
[Felippa, 2004]); f is the macroscopic force vector; and d is the design parameter vector.
Our design parameterization here is identical to that of the static problem, cf. Sec-
tion 4.2.3. However, for our wave propagation analysis, we use bilinear 4-node quadrilateral
(Q4) elements since quadratic Q8 elements are not suitable for explicit time integration
[Cook et al., 2002]. And unfortunately, Q4 elements are prone to numerical instabilities
in topology optimization [Sigmund and Petersson, 1998]. We resolve these instabilities by
ﬁltering each of the six element laminate parameter ﬁelds independently. This is in contrast
to other methods that ﬁlter only the total volume fraction 휌 [Allaire, 2002]. Our ﬁltering
scheme also provides a smooth variation of the microstructure ﬁeld which eases manufactur-
ing requirements.
In our examples, the objective functions involve the total energy in given elements 푒 at
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time steps 푛, which is given by
ℰ (푛)푒 = 풰 (푛)푒 + 풯 (푛)푒 (4.43)
where the element 푒 strain energy at time step 푛, 풰 (푛)푒 is computed as
풰 (푛)푒 =
1
2
u(푛)푒
푇
K푒u
(푛)
푒 (4.44)
and the kinetic energy 풯 (푛)푒 is computed as
풯 (푛)푒 =
1
2
u˙(푛)푒
푇
K푒u˙
(푛)
푒 (4.45)
where K푒 and M푒 are the element 푒 stiﬀness and mass matrices, respectively; u
(푛)
푒 denotes
the element 푒 node displacement vector at time step 푛; and u˙
(푛)
푒 denotes the element 푒 node
velocity vector at time step 푛 which, according to the central diﬀerence scheme, is computed
as
u˙(푛)푒 =
1
2
(
u(푛+1)푒 − u(푛−1)푒
)
(4.46)
We also utilize the total input energy which is computed as
ℰ (푖푛) =
푁∑
푛=1
f (푛)
푇
u˙(푛)Δ푡 (4.47)
where f is the nodal force vector. Our objective functions often concerns the maximum total
energy in a given region and over a given time interval. Since our gradient-based optimization
algorithm requires smooth functions, we utilize the p-norm measure to approximate the
maximum function as
max
푒∈Ω푠;푛∈ℐ푡
(ℰ (푛)푒 ) ≈ ℰ푃푁 =
⎛⎝∑
푒∈Ω푠
(∑
푛∈ℐ푡
(ℰ (푛)푒 )푅
)푆/푅⎞⎠1/푆 (4.48)
where Ω푠 and ℐ푡 are the sets of elements and time steps corresponding to the given region
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and interval; and 푆 = 푅 = 16 unless otherwise noted.
4.4 Sensitivity analysis
We use gradient-based optimization algorithms which require the sensitivities of the objective
and constraint functions with respect to design variables. The cost (and similarly constraint)
function 푓 is deﬁned over the homogenized elasticity tensors ℂℎ, the homogenized mass
densities 휌ℎ, and the displacement vectors u(푛) at every time step 푛. The displacement
vectors u(푛) themselves are functions of ℂℎ and 휌ℎ which are in turn functions of the design
parameter vector d, hence we write
푓(d) = 푓˜
(
u(1) (d) , ...,u(푁) (d) ,d
)
(4.49)
where 푁 is the number of time steps.
We denote 퐷푓 (without a subscript) as the total derivative of 푓 with respect to its single
argument d, and 퐷푖푓˜ as the partial derivative of 푓˜ with respect to argument 푖, e.g. u
(푖).
With this, the derivative 퐷푓 is expressed as
퐷푓 = 퐷푁+1푓˜ +
푁∑
푛=1
퐷u(푛)
푇
퐷푛푓˜ (4.50)
The ﬁrst term 퐷푁+1푓˜ is straightforward to compute since 푓 is explicitly expressed in terms
of d. The second term, i.e.
푁∑
푛=1
퐷u(푛)
푇
퐷푛푓˜ , involves the displacement derivative 퐷u
(푛)
which is implicitly deﬁned via the governing equations; this is problematic.
To resolve the unknown displacement derivatives 퐷u(푛) in Eq. 4.50 we use the adjoint
method [Michaleris et al., 1994]. And to avoid numerical inconsistencies, we base our deriva-
tion on the fully, i.e. both spatially and temporally, discretized problem formulation.
1
Δ푡2
Mu(푛+1) = f (푛) −Ku(푛) + 2
Δ푡2
Mu(푛) − 1
Δ푡2
Mu(푛−1) (4.51)
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where we use the explicit central diﬀerence scheme so that
u¨(푛) = 1
Δ푡2
(
u(푛+1) − 2u(푛) + u(푛−1))
u˙(푛) = 1
2Δ푡
(
u(푛+1) − u(푛−1)) (4.52)
To initialize the time marching scheme, u(−1) is computed from the initial displacement and
velocity u(0) and u˙(0) as
u(−1) =
Δ푡2
2
M−1
(
f (0) −Ku(0)
)
+ u(0) −Δ푡u˙(0) (4.53)
For the sensitivity analysis, we treat M and K as functions of d, and diﬀerentiate the
governing equation Eq. 4.51 with respect to d to obtain
1
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛+1) + 1
Δ푡2
M퐷u(푛+1) −퐷f (푛) +퐷Ku(푛) + K퐷u(푛)
− 2
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛) − 2
Δ푡2
M퐷u(푛) + 1
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛−1) + 1
Δ푡2
M퐷u(푛−1) = 0
(4.54)
Multiplying the above zero expression with an adjoint vector 흀(푁−푛+1), summing over all
time steps, and adding the zero result to the derivative 퐷푓 in Eq. 4.50 gives:
퐷푓 = 퐷푁+1푓˜ +
푁∑
푛=1
퐷u(푛)
푇
퐷푛푓˜ +
푁∑
푛=1
흀(푁−푛+1)
(
1
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛)
+ 1
Δ푡2
M퐷u(푛) −퐷f (푛−1) +퐷Ku(푛−1) + K퐷u(푛−1) − 2
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛−1)
− 2
Δ푡2
M퐷u(푛−1) + 1
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛−2) + 1
Δ푡2
M퐷u(푛−2)
) (4.55)
Rearranging the above to isolate the implicitly deﬁned displacement derivatives gives:
퐷푓 = 퐷푁+1푓˜
+
푁∑
푛=1
흀(푁−푛+1) 푇
(
1
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛) −퐷f (푛−1) +퐷Ku(푛−1) − 2
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛−1) + 1
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛−2)
)
+
푁∑
푛=1
흀(푁−푛+1) 푇
(
1
Δ푡2
M퐷u(푛) + K퐷u(푛−1) − 2
Δ푡2
M퐷u(푛−1) + 1
Δ푡2
M퐷u(푛−2)
)
+
푁∑
푛=1
(
퐷u(푛)
)푇
퐷푛푓˜
(4.56)
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and ﬁnally expanding the last two summations in Eq. 4.56 we obtain
퐷푓 = 퐷푁+1푓˜
+
푁∑
푛=1
흀(푁−푛+1) 푇
(
1
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛) −퐷f (푛−1) +퐷Ku(푛−1)
− 2
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛−1) + 1
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛−2)
)
+ 흀(푁)
푇
O퐷u(1) + 흀(푁−1) 푇 O퐷u(2) + ...
+ 흀(4)
푇
O퐷u(푁−3) + 흀(3) 푇 O퐷u(푁−2) + 흀(2) 푇 O퐷u(푁−1) + 흀(1) 푇 O퐷u(푁)
+ 흀(푁)
푇
P퐷u(0) + 흀(푁−1) 푇 P퐷u(1) + 흀(푁−2) 푇 P퐷u(2) + ...
+ 흀(3)
푇
P퐷u(푁−3) + 흀(2) 푇 P퐷u(푁−2) + 흀(1) 푇 P퐷u(푁−1)
+ 흀(푁)
푇
Q퐷u(−1) + 흀(푁−1) 푇 Q퐷u(0) + 흀(푁−2) 푇 Q퐷u(1) + 흀(푁−3) 푇 Q퐷u(2) + ...
+ 흀(2)
푇
Q퐷u(푁−3) + 흀(1) 푇 Q퐷2u(푁−2)
+퐷1푓˜퐷u
(1) +퐷2푓˜퐷u
(2) + ...
+퐷푁−3푓˜퐷u(푁−3) +퐷푁−2푓˜퐷u(푁−2) +퐷푁−1푓˜퐷u(푁−1) +퐷푁 푓˜퐷u(푁)
(4.57)
Where O ≡ 1
Δ푡2
M; P ≡ K− 2
Δ푡2
M; and Q ≡ 1
Δ푡2
M .
We now deﬁne the adjoint problem such that its solution 흀(푛) annihilates the coeﬃcients
of the unknown derivatives 퐷u(푛) (excluding 퐷u(−1) and 퐷u(0) since these derivatives are
known functions of the initial conditions) in the above equation as follows:
O흀(1) +퐷푁 푓˜ = 0
O흀(2) + P흀(1) +퐷푁−1푓˜ = 0
O흀(3) + P흀(2) + Q흀(1) +퐷푁−2푓˜ = 0
O흀(푛) + P흀(푛−1) + Q흀(푛−2) +퐷푁−3푓˜ = 0
... = 0
O흀(푁) + P흀(푁−1) + Q흀(푁−2) +퐷1푓˜ = 0
(4.58)
The above equations are similar to the governing equations (cf. Eq. 4.51). For example,
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substituting O, P and Q for 푛 ≥ 3 gives
1
Δ푡2
M흀(푛+1) = −퐷푁−2푓˜ −K흀(푛) + 2Δ푡2M흀(푛) − 1Δ푡2M흀(푛−1) (4.59)
The adjoint problem is an initial value problem, thanks to the use of discrete convolution
while deriving Eq. 4.55, i.e. Eq. 4.54 at time step 푛 is multiplied with 흀(푁−푛+1). If we
instead multiplied Eq. 4.54 at time step 푛 with 흀(푛) we would obtain a terminal value adjoint
problem. In either case, we need to perform the primal analysis and store the vectors u(푛)
before proceeding with the adjoint problem.
Upon solving the adjoint problem, the implicitly deﬁned derivatives 퐷u(푛) are annihilated
and the sensitivity of 푓 is reduced to
퐷푓 = 퐷푁+1푓˜ +
푁∑
푛=1
흀(푁−푛+1)
푇
(
1
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛) −퐷f (푛−1)
+퐷Ku(푛−1) − 2
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛−1) + 1
Δ푡2
퐷Mu(푛−2)
)
+ 흀(푁)
푇
P퐷u(0) + 흀(푁−1)
푇
Q퐷u(0) + 흀(푁)
푇
Q퐷u(−1)
(4.60)
Figure 4.6 shows the transient optimization ﬂowchart. It starts with an initial design, i.e.
the element laminate parameters, which are used to evaluate the homogenized properties,
cf. Eq. 4.30 and 4.25. The primal analysis is performed, cf. Eq. 4.51, after which the adjoint
analysis, cf. Eq. 4.58, and the sensitivity, cf. Eq. 4.60, are computed. This information is
used by an optimizer to update the design, cf. Eq. 4.40 and 4.41, and ﬁnally a convergence
check is performed.
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yes
no
Primal transient analysis (Eq. 4.51)
and cost and constraint computation
Optimization update (Eq. 4.40 and 4.41)
Converged?
Result
Initial design (                                      )
Compute homogenized properties (Eq. 4.30 & 4.25)
Adjoint analysis (Eq. 4.58)
and sensitivity computation (Eq. 4.60)
Figure 4.6: Transient optimization ﬂowchart.
4.5 Examples
In this section, we demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our optimization framework for tailoring
elastic wave propagation. More speciﬁcally, we optimize the microstructures of a plate that
is subjected to impact loading so that the input energy either propagates to or away from a
given region.
The plane strain plate is supported by springs on the bottom and subjected to a time
dependent pressure load on the top, cf. Figure 4.7. The properties of the constituent
materials are denoted in Table 4.5. The pressure load is uniform over the loading region,
and varies in a triangular fashion over the 10휇s loading interval. For simplicity the peak
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Table 4.1: Material properties
Material Young’s modulus Poison’s ratio Mass density
(MPa) (g/mm3)
Reinforcement 200,000 1 0.2 1.8
Matrix 3,000 2 0.3 1.4
load is assumed to be 1MPa, however changes in load magnitude do not change the design
since we assume linear behavior. The duration of the transient simulation, which is typically
50휇s, is chosen to allow the wave to reach the region of interest. For stability reasons, we
use a Δ푡 = 0.25휇s time step for all examples. A ﬁlter radius of 20mm is used for all laminate
parameter ﬁelds in all examples.
Spring 1000MPa/mm in both
vertical and horizontal directions
1
0
0
m
m
1MPa
0 10øs
varies
Time dependent
varies
Figure 4.7: Example problem description.
1The reinforcement Young’s modulus is in the range of carbon ﬁber.
2The matrix Young’s modulus is in the range of epoxy resin.
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4.5.1 Energy focusing
In the ﬁrst example, the 266.67mm wide domain is subjected to an impact load distributed
over the entire top surface, cf. Figure 4.8. We desire to focus the energy to the center of
the bottom surface. To achieve this, we maximize over time the sum of total energy in a
rectangular region 6.67mm wide and 16.67mm high located at the plate’s center. We use
Eq. 4.48 with S=1 and R=16 for this objective function. The the symmetric half domain is
discretized using 30x40 Q4 elements.
For this conﬁguration, a homogeneous plate would generate an almost plane wave with-
out energy concentration. Whereas, as seen in Figure 4.8, the optimized design eﬀectively
concentrates the energy to the desired region, creating a so-called “sound bullet” 1. In this
and all subsequent volume fraction plots, red represents the reinforcement, and blue the
matrix. The microstructure ﬁeld of this design (and all other designs in this chapter) has
smoothly varying phase volume fractions and orientations. Such smoothness is attributed
to the laminate parameter ﬁlter.
To demonstrate the convergence of our algorithm, we resolve this energy focusing problem
with a ﬁner mesh, i.e. using 60x80 Q4 elements for the half domain while keeping the
same ﬁlter radius. As shown in Figure 4.9, the design generated with the reﬁned mesh is
qualitatively similar to the design with coarse mesh shown in Figure 4.8.
To study the eﬀect of the rank number on the ability of the structure to achieve the
desired wave propagation, we repeat the problem using rank-1 and rank-2 laminates, cf.
Figure 4.10 and 4.11, where it is seen that the energy is eﬀectively manipulated using lower
rank laminates. This implies that eﬀective wave tailoring may be maintained while imposing
simpler microstructures which may be easier to manufacture.
1The term mentioned in C. Daraio’s in-preparation paper.
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(h) Total energy at times 3.75, 8.25, 10.0, 12.5, 16.25, 20.0, 23.75, 27.5, 30.0, 32.5, 40.0 and 48.8 øs
(b) Vol. frac., layer 1 (c) Vol. frac., layer 2 (d) Vol. frac., layer 3
(e) Orientation, layer 1 (f) Orientation, layer 2 (g) Orientation, layer 3
(a) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.)
SYM SYM SYM
64.0
>100
36.0
0.00
16.0
4.00
Figure 4.8: Energy focusing design.
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(h) Total energy at times 3.75, 8.25, 10.0, 12.5, 16.25, 20.0, 23.75, 27.5, 30.0, 32.5, 40.0 and 48.8 øs
(b) Vol. frac., layer 1 (c) Vol. frac., layer 2 (d) Vol. frac., layer 3
(e) Orientation, layer 1 (f) Orientation, layer 2 (g) Orientation, layer 3
(a) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.)
SYM SYM SYM
64.0
>100
36.0
0.00
16.0
4.00
Figure 4.9: Energy focusing: design with ﬁne mesh.
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(c) Total energy at times 3.75, 8.25, 10.0, 12.5, 16.25, 20.0, 23.75, 27.5, 30.0, 32.5, 40.0 and 48.8 øs
(b) Orientation, layer 1
(a) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.)
SYM
64.0
>100
36.0
0.00
16.0
4.00
Figure 4.10: Energy focusing: design with rank-1 laminate
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(f) Total energy at times 3.75, 8.25, 10.0, 12.5, 16.25, 20.0, 23.75, 27.5, 30.0, 32.5, 40.0 and 48.8 øs
(b) Vol. frac., layer 1 (c) Vol. frac., layer 2
(d) Orientation, layer 1 (e) Orientation, layer 2
(a) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.)
SYM SYM
64.0
>100
36.0
0.00
16.0
4.00
Figure 4.11: Energy focusing: design with rank-2 laminate
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4.5.2 Energy redirecting
In this example, a 600mm wide symmetric domain is subjected to an impact load over the
100mm wide center region. The goal is to redirect the input energy to various spots in the
design domain: 1) on the bottom surface far from the impact location; 2) on the side edge;
3) on the top surface; and 4) in the interior. To achieve these goals, the objective functions
are formulated to maximize the normalized total energy over the target regions, i.e.
푓 =
ℰ푃푁
ℰ (푖푛) (4.61)
where ℰ푃푁 and ℰ (푖푛) are given in Eqs. 4.47 and 4.48. Using symmetry, we model half of the
domain with 20x60 Q4 elements.
Figure 4.12 shows the wave propagation in homogeneous plates, where energy is trans-
mitted directly through them. Figures 4.13 - 4.16 show the optimized microstructures as
well as energy wave propagation for the four objectives. It can be seen that the energy can
be eﬀectively channeled to any region in the plate.
(a) Pure matrix material: total energy density at time step  52.5 øs
(b) Pure reinforcement material: total energy density at time step  11.2 øs
6.40
>10.0
3.60
0.00
1.60
0.40
0.60
>1.0
0.36
0.00
0.16
0.04
Figure 4.12: Wave propagation in pure matrix and reinforcement.
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(b) Vol. frac., layer 1 (c) Vol. frac., layer 2 (d) Vol. frac., layer 3
(e) Orientation, layer 1 (f) Orientation, layer 2 (g) Orientation, layer 3
(a) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.)
SYM
3.20
>5.00
1.80
0.00
0.80
0.20
(h) Total energy at times 3.75, 7.5, 10.0, 12.5, 16.25, 20.0, 23.75, 27.5, 30.0, 32.5, 40.0 and 47.5 øs
Figure 4.13: Energy focus to bottom region.
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(b) Vol. frac., layer 1 (c) Vol. frac., layer 2 (d) Vol. frac., layer 3
(e) Orientation, layer 1 (f) Orientation, layer 2 (g) Orientation, layer 3
(a) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.)
SYM
6.40
>10.0
3.60
0.00
1.60
0.40
(h) Total energy at times 3.75, 7.5, 10.0, 12.5, 16.25, 20.0, 23.75, 27.5, 30.0, 32.5, 40.0 and 47.5 øs
Figure 4.14: Energy focus to side region.
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(b) Vol. frac., layer 1 (c) Vol. frac., layer 2 (d) Vol. frac., layer 3
(e) Orientation, layer 1 (f) Orientation, layer 2 (g) Orientation, layer 3
(a) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.)
SYM
19.2
>30.0
10.8
0.00
4.80
1.20
(h) Total energy at times 3.75, 7.5, 10.0, 12.5, 16.25, 20.0, 23.75, 27.5, 30.0, 32.5, 40.0 and 47.5 øs
Figure 4.15: Energy focus to top region.
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(b) Vol. frac., layer 1 (c) Vol. frac., layer 2 (d) Vol. frac., layer 3
(e) Orientation, layer 1 (f) Orientation, layer 2 (g) Orientation, layer 3
(a) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.)
SYM
12.8
>20.0
7.20
0.00
3.20
0.80
(h) Total energy at times 3.75, 7.5, 10.0, 12.5, 16.25, 20.0, 23.75, 27.5, 30.0, 32.5, 40.0 and 47.5 øs
Figure 4.16: Energy focus to interior region.
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4.5.3 Energy dispersing
This example is identical to the previous example, except the objective here is to prevent
the energy from propagating to the bottom edge of the plate. Two objective functions are
utilized: 1) minimizing the maximum total energy at bottom of the plate, cf. Eq. 4.48;
and 2) minimizing the same maximum total energy normalized by the total input energy,
cf. Eq. 4.61. The optimized microstructure ﬁeld and the energy propagation corresponding
to these two objective functions are shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18. In the ﬁrst case, we
notice that stiﬀ microstructures are assigned to the top and bottom regions. This makes
sense because the stiﬀ layer at the top lowers the input energy by reducing the displacement
in the loading region, while the stiﬀ layer at the bottom helps reﬂect energy away from that
region. In the second case, since the objective function is normalized by the input energy,
and the stiﬀ layer only appears in the bottom region. In both cases the energy appears to
get trapped in local regions near the top surface.
Again, to study the eﬀect of the rank number on the ability of the structure to achieve
the desired wave propagation, we repeat the aforementioned second case using rank-1 and
rank-2 laminates, cf. Figures 4.19 and 4.20, where it is again seen that the energy is eﬀec-
tively manipulated using lower rank laminates, implying that eﬀective wave tailoring may
be maintained while imposing simpler microstructures which may be easier to manufacture.
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(b) Vol. frac., layer 1 (c) Vol. frac., layer 2 (d) Vol. frac., layer 3
(e) Orientation, layer 1 (f) Orientation, layer 2 (g) Orientation, layer 3
(a) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.)
SYM
1.92
>3.00
1.08
0.00
0.48
0.12
(h) Total energy at times 3.75, 7.5, 10.0, 12.5, 16.25, 20.0, 23.75, 27.5, 30.0, 32.5, 40.0 and 47.5 øs
Figure 4.17: Energy dispersing: minimizing the maximum total energy at the bottom.
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(b) Vol. frac., layer 1 (c) Vol. frac., layer 2 (d) Vol. frac., layer 3
(e) Orientation, layer 1 (f) Orientation, layer 2 (g) Orientation, layer 3
(a) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.)
SYM
9.60
>15.0
5.40
0.00
2.40
0.60
(h) Total energy at times 3.75, 7.5, 10.0, 12.5, 16.25, 20.0, 23.75, 27.5, 30.0, 32.5, 40.0 and 47.5 øs
Figure 4.18: Energy dispersing: minimizing the normalized maximum total energy at the
bottom.
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(b) Orientation, layer 1
(a) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.)
SYM
9.60
>15.0
5.40
0.00
2.40
0.60
(c) Total energy at times 3.75, 7.5, 10.0, 12.5, 16.25, 20.0, 23.75, 27.5, 30.0, 32.5, 40.0 and 47.5 øs
Figure 4.19: Energy dispersing: design with rank-1 laminate.
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(b) Vol. frac., layer 1 (c) Vol. frac., layer 2
(d) Orientation, layer 1 (e) Orientation, layer 2
(a) Optimal design (overall vol. frac.)
SYM
9.60
>15.0
5.40
0.00
2.40
0.60
(f) Total energy at times 3.75, 7.5, 10.0, 12.5, 16.25, 20.0, 23.75, 27.5, 30.0, 32.5, 40.0 and 47.5 øs
Figure 4.20: Energy dispersing: design with rank-2 laminate.
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Chapter 5
Future work
5.1 Parameter-free shape optimization method
The integration of shape and topology optimization techniques received considerable atten-
tion shortly after the appearance of the pioneering work of [Bendsøe and Kikuchi, 1988].
[Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2003], in bibliographical note [10], document this research and sub-
sequent developments. Since our parameter-free shape optimization method automatically
and robustly determines and morphs design variables to the ﬁnite element mesh, it provides
a basis for integration of shape and topology design in future work. Indeed, neither method
requires manual parameterization of the discretized domain.
We have applied our shape optimization technique to various structural design examples.
The extension of our approach to other disciplines, such as CFD, may reveal other com-
plications, e.g. regarding numerical instabilities, implementation details, or computational
ineﬃciencies, and highlight other beneﬁts of the proposed approach.
5.2 Material design for wave tailoring
The microstructural ﬁelds generated in this work are highly heterogeneous and therefore
may be diﬃcult or costly to manufacture. Manufacturing constraints can be implemented to
improve the manufacturability of the designs. For example, we can control the smoothness
of the ﬁelds via the ﬁlter radius, impose symmetries, or limit the number of diﬀerent mi-
crostructures in a design. Moreover, we can probably tailor the manufacturing constraints
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to the speciﬁc manufacturing method.
In this work, we use the so-called “low frequency” homogenization which holds only when
the wavelength is much larger than the microstructure size. When the wavelength of the
response is on the order of the unit cell size, “high frequency” homogenization must be used
[Allaire et al., 2009]. An extension of our work would be to design material unit cells for such
“high frequency” responses. These designs may generate materials with novel properties,
such as acoustic metamaterials [Li and Chan, 2004].
We assume both material and geometrical linearity in our material design problem. There
are many applications where linearity cannot be assumed, e.g. penetration/piercing of ar-
mor. Hence, extending our material design optimization framework to nonlinear transient
systems is necessary. We may not be able to obtain an explicit formula for the homogenized
properties for the general case. However, we believe that obtaining the homogenized tangent
stiﬀness tensor by analytical or numerical solution of the unit cell problem and carrying out
the nonlinear transient analysis is possible. We anticipate that this design problem is compu-
tationally expensive, so one of the challenges is to keep the computational time to a tractable
level. Fortunately, we believe that eﬃcient sensitivity analysis methods for nonlinear, tran-
sient systems [Tortorelli, 1992, Tortorelli et al., 1990] are extendible to our material design
problem. Avoiding local optima and ﬁnding reasonably good ﬁnal solutions may be more
challenging when we extend our material design approach to nonlinear transient systems.
Therefore, we may need to pay more attention to formulating the optimization problem and
developing a more robust optimization algorithm.
The sequentially ranked laminate employed in this work is certainly not the only mi-
crostructure that can generate desirable responses. Thus, the extension of our material
design framework to other types of microstructures, such as the granular (bead) system,
is worth investigating. In this case, if an analytical solution of the unit cell problem and
explicit formula for the homogenized properties are not available, we can employ numerical
homogenization. The numerical homogenization requires the solution of a boundary value
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problem at each material point (i.e. each macroscopic ﬁnite element in this case) and may be
computationally costly. However, these problems are uncoupled and thus can be eﬃciently
parallelized.
Finally, the capability of tailoring the stress wave has various potential applications. Our
examples imply that it is possible to manipulate the wave propagation to a large extend to
obtain both desired spatial and temporal distribution. This capability may be valuable in
other applications, such as noise control, earthquake mitigation, etc.
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